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Tutkin työssäni kahta amerikkalaisen kirjailijan Barbara Neelyn rikosromaania, Blanche 
on the Lam (1992) ja Blanche Among the Talented Tenth (1994). Amerikkalaisen 
yhteiskunnan ja afroamerikkalaisen yhteisön rasismi ja seksismi nousevat kirjoissa esiin 
erittäin vahvoina teemoina. Halusinkin selvittää, miten kirjailija esittää rasismin ja 
seksismin teoksissaan, ja voiko kirjojen sanoa enää kuuluvan rikoskirjallisuuden genreen 
vai peittävätkö yhteiskunnallisen epäoikeudenmukaisuuden teemat alleen 
rikoskirjallisuuden genren piirteet. Käytän työni teoreettisena taustana mustien 
feministien teorioita syrjinnän erityispiirteistä. Esittelen lisäksi työssäni 
rikoskirjallisuuden historiaa, joka on joidenkin kriitikoiden mukaan genrenä vastustanut 
muutosta, jota esimerkiksi etniset kirjailijat ovat lajityyppiin erityisesti viime vuosina 
tuoneet. 
 
Kirjojen päähenkilö Blanche White joutuu kohtaamaan rasismin ja seksismin alistavan 
voiman yhä uudestaan ja uudestaan. Ylipainoisena mustana naisena, joka työskentelee 
palvelijana, hän on näkymätön ympäröivälle valkoiselle yhteiskunnalle. Lisäksi hän 
kohtaa afroamerikkalaisen yhteisön sisäisen rasismin, joka kiertyy ihon tummuuden ja 
hiusten karheuden tarkasteluun. Blanche White ei kuitenkaan alistu taistelematta osaansa, 
vaan hänellä on useita erilaisia selviytymiskeinoja, kuten ystäviin, esi-isiin ja luontoon 
tukeutuminen.  
 
Vaikka Barbara Neely yhdistää erittäin vahvan feministisen ja yhteiskunnallisen kritiikin 
rikoskirjallisuuden genreen, hän ei kuitenkaan tämän tutkimuksen perusteella poistu 
dekkarigenrestä yhteiskunnallisen opetuskirjallisuuden puolelle, vaan hänen teoksiaan 
voidaan pitää yhteiskunnallisena rikoskirjallisuutena, joka eräs rikoskirjallisuuden 
alalajeista. Rikoskirjallisuuden lajityyppiin voidaan lukea hyvin monta erilaista alalajia, 
ja vahva yhteiskunnallinen ote sopii sinne erinomaisesti. Olipa kyse historiallisen, etnisen 
tai yhteiskunnallisesta rikoskirjallisuuden alalajeista, rikoskirjallisuus yläkategoriana on 
kirjallisuuden lajina kestävä ja samalla sopiva muokattavaksi yhä uudelleen Neelyn 
kaltaisten kirjailijoiden toimesta. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Barbara Neely’s detective novels are quite remarkable in the way they combine a genre 

of literature that has throughout its history had a somewhat problematic relationship to 

ethnicity and an almost political form of writing which foregrounds the racism and 

sexism that prevail in the American society. 

Neely’s protagonist Blanche White is a black domestic worker living in the U.S. 

South. The novels show her struggle and survive in a world filled with powers that push 

her down. She faces racism from her white employers, but the novels also display a more 

institutionalised form of racism that shows itself in the workings of the justice and 

educational systems. Internalised racism within the black community is also a threat to 

Blanche. Help and support of her friends and family are some of the key ways she is able 

to resist racism. She also takes some negative stereotypes of black people (such as the 

Mammy figure and the invisible black person) and consciously uses them to her 

advantage. 

Through her novels, Barbara Neely continues on the work of other African American 

authors such as Zora Neale Hurston and Toni Morrison who have emphasized America’s 

problematic race relations in their work. While doing this, she is bringing change to the 

detective novel, a genre that can be argued to have resisted change until recent years1.

Yet, by tweaking the genre, does she risk straying too far from the conventions of 

crime fiction2 and into a form of educational literature about social issues? It can be 

 
1 The detective novel genre resisting change, e.g. in racial issues, is to a degree a matter of view-point. Do 
we view for example Agatha Christie’s novels as maintaining the prevalent views or questioning them? 
2 I will use the terms crime fiction and detective fiction more or less interchangeably throughout this thesis, 
even though there are differences; crime fiction is a broader genre category featuring crimes whereas 
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argued that the writer’s explicit showing of what it is to be a black working-class 

American woman in the 20th century and her willingness to admit in an interview3 that 

the mystery aspect is (for her) the least interesting part in the novels could be proof that 

she is (consciously) moving away from the detective fiction genre. 

To this date, Barbara Neely has written four novels. My primary source for this thesis 

will be the first two of these, Blanche on the Lam, published in 1992 and Blanche Among 

the Talented Tenth, published in 1994. 

Both novels feature Blanche White as protagonist. This is how Neely describes 

Blanche at the beginning of The Talented Tenth:

The size sixteen shorts slipped easily over her hips. Blanche gathered the excess 
material at her waist and admired the contrast between her deep black skin and the 
nearly colorless cloth. She turned and looked over her shoulder at her substantial 
behind.4

Blanche works as a domestic servant, and she is not a cool and detached hero like many 

traditional sleuths appear to be. Most obvious examples of such detached detectives 

include Sherlock Holmes, Hercule Poirot and Sam Spade. Instead, Blanche is an amateur 

detective who uses her personal experiences and a network of friends and family as a tool 

for solving crimes. There are at least two things that make her an amateur. Firstly, she 

does not actively seek employment as a detective, and secondly, when she stumbles upon 

a crime, she does not set out to solve it for money, but rather self-preservation or concern 

for a friend fuel her detection.  

 
detective fiction is crime fiction which includes a detective (or a sleuth or a police), usually as one of the 
main characters. Of course, there are several other names for the genre, they may for example be called 
mysteries or by the perhaps more old-fashioned term ‘whodunit’. 
3 Quoted in Alison D Goeller, “An Interview with Barbara Neely” 303. 
4 Barbara Neely, Blanche Among the Talented Tenth (New York: Penguin, 1994) 1. 
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As is apparent from the passage above, Blanche is at first sight a Mammy figure – a 

personification of a stereotype of black women that emerged during slavery and has 

persisted until today. The Mammy is a heavy black servant, who according to the 

stereotype, is very fond of her employers, nurturing their children like they were her own. 

In fact, the stereotype of Mammy does not allow her to have any children of her own. 

One of the most well-known examples of Mammy in popular culture comes from the film 

Gone With the Wind where Mammy, played by Hattie MacDaniel, is the care-taker of the 

lead female character. Another example of Mammy may be found in the American 

groceries brand Aunt Jemima where a drawn black female character serves as the model 

for the brand in its product packaging. Therefore the stereotype is well-known and 

embedded in American society. 

The first Blanche White novel begins with a crime, but a crime that is unusual for a 

detective novel. The perpetrator of the crime is the novel’s protagonist who has 

inadvertently written some bad cheques because four of her six white employers have 

suddenly left town without paying her. She is sentenced to thirty days in prison, but 

escapes before she is taken to gaol. From then on, racism fuels many of the book’s 

events. Racism is also on centre-stage in The Talented Tenth, but in the second novel it is 

internalised racism within the African American community that the protagonist must 

deal with. 

Therefore, in this thesis I want to find out how racism and sexism are represented in 

the novels, and how they seem to affect the protagonist. I will study especially the issues 

of stereotypes, invisibility, patriarchal institutions and beauty standards. The most 

important question I wish to answer is: with racism and sexism on the forefront, can the 
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novels be defined as detective fiction, or is the mystery genre only a veil for the social 

education of readers by the author? 

I place my work within Women’s Studies and African American Studies. I will draw 

especially from black feminist critics such as bell hooks and Patricia Hill Collins while 

also discussing influential theories from earlier African American scholars, especially W. 

E. B. Du Bois.  

To understand how Barbara Neely’s novels fit in the detective novel genre and how 

she works within but also subverts the conventions of the genre, we must first look into 

how the detective novel genre came to be. Hans Bertens and Theo D’haen trace crime 

writing (in the sense of writing about crime) as far back as the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries.  Pamphlets of those days detailed stories about robbers, murderers, and 

highwaymen.5 John Scaggs goes even further back in the past, giving the Old Testament 

as an example of the first fore-fathers of crime fiction.6 It may be justifiable to go as far 

back in the centuries to find writings about crime, but we need to come closer to our age 

to find the beginnings of the modern detective novel genre with its distinctive features.  

Indeed, several scholars name Edgar Allan Poe, who wrote in the 19th century, as the 

father of the detective story genre.7 He invented the first fictional detective, C. Auguste 

Dupin, who first appeared in print in 1841.8 Poe’s and Arthur Conan Doyle’s crime 

stories are the forerunners of a British stream of detective writing which would later be 

 
5 Bertens and D’haen 1. 
6 John Scaggs. Crime Fiction (Oxon: Routledge, 2005) 7-8. 
7 See for example Sally Munt, Murder By the Book? Feminism and the Crime Novel (London: Routledge, 
1994) 2. 
8 While this is the generally accepted notion of where the genre begins, at least Maureen T. Reddy sees 
female gothic writers such as Ann Radcliffe and Mary Elizabeth Braddon as important “parents” to the 
genre as Poe. Maureen T. Reddy, Traces, Codes, and Clues: Reading Race in Crime Fiction (New 
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2003) 53. 
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called the Golden Age.9 The Golden Age detective stories typically occur in a closed 

middle- or upper-class setting which is certainly true of the books by the most famous 

detective novelist of the Golden Age, Agatha Christie. Bertens and D’haen write that in 

these novels of the Golden Age, “The detective’s task is to repair an individual violation 

of a social order that embodies a collective and unchanging ideal of ‘Britain’”10, pointing 

out the repressive forces that often may be seen in detective fiction (whether of the 

Golden Age or the works of our age). 

While the Golden Age ruled in Britain in the 1920’s, hard-boiled detective stories 

developed on the other side of the Atlantic. Jopi Nyman notes that changes in the 

American society which occurred after World War I had an effect on the development of 

the hard-boiled genre. Prohibition, corruption, and rise of popular culture were factors 

which made the hard-boiled possible.11 The rise of hard-boiled fiction also coincided with 

anxieties about race and maintaining whiteness in the United States,12 and all of these 

issues showed themselves in the American detective novel. The setting in American hard-

boiled novels is urban, the private eye is a heterosexual male and he “works outside the 

social order with his own moral purpose”.13 The following excerpt from Dashiell 

Hammett’s most well known novel illustrates perfectly the image of the aloof detective 

whose masculinity is emphasized: 

Samuel Spade’s jaw was long and bony, his chin a jutting V under the more 
flexible V of his mouth. His nostrils curved back to make another smaller V. His 
yellow-grey eyes were horizontal. The V motif was picked up again by thickish 
brows rising outward from twin creases above a hooked nose, and his pale brown 

 
9 Bertens and D’haen 1. 
10 Ibid. 1-2. 
11 Jopi Nyman, “Chindien Mailla: Tony Hillermanin navajoetsivät”, Musta lammas: Kirjoituksia populaari- 
ja massakulttuurista (Joensuu: Joensuun yliopiston humanistinen tiedekunta, 1995) 269. 
12 Reddy 18. 
13 Munt 3. Bertens and D’haen have also expressed a similar characterisation of the hard-boiled hero, p. 2. 
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hair grew down - from high flat temples - in a point on his forehead. He looked 
rather pleasantly like a blond satan.14 

Here we see the archetypical hero of hard-boiled detective novels: a white man (“like a 

blond satan”) differentiated from ethnic “Others” (“his…eyes were horizontal”, i.e. not 

slanted in any way to suggest an Asian appearance15). The repetition of the letter V in the 

passage calls to mind what it symbolically represents: victory. One is almost tempted to 

argue that this passage - the beginning of The Maltese Falcon - signals victory over 

“Otherness”.  

The city in these hard-boiled works is overwrought with shadows, violence and 

tension. Except as binary opposites of good or bad, the submissive wife or the dangerous 

femme fatale, there is no room for women or “ethnic” characters, except in the form of 

the “Other”. Sally Munt writes that women do not act in these stories, they only react to 

the men’s actions.16 Therefore, the early 20th century hard-boiled is devoid of female 

sleuths, even though other sub-genres of detective fiction did feature female protagonists, 

the most famous of which would be Agatha Christie’s Miss Marple. Maureen T. Reddy is 

of the opinion that the function of the “Other” is to be the scapegoat on which the 

detective can blame society’s corruption and perversion; and in fact she says that the 

ideology that fills hard-boiled novels is an exaggerated version of mainstream American 

ideology.17 On the other hand, analyzing interviews given by the detective novelist 

Chester Himes, Lee Horsley argues that the genre’s conventions are an expression rather 

 
14 Dashiell Hammett, The Maltese Falcon, published in The Four Great Novels (London: Picador, 1982) 
375. 
15 Reddy has pointed out that Hammett’s work often includes Asians as the detective’s opponent, p. 18. 
16 Munt 4. 
17 Reddy 9. 
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than containment of what is wrong in American society.18 The question these different 

opinions pose then, is if the hard-boiled genre (and detective fiction more generally) is 

adding to social injustice or is it a mirror for it. 

Dashiell Hammett’s The Maltese Falcon is typical of its genre: the novel 

foregrounds whiteness, heterosexuality and masculinity in the character of Sam Spade.19 

Besides emphasising whiteness, heterosexuality and masculinity, another reason why the 

hard-boiled detective story is considered conservative, is because it usually works its way 

from disorder to order. Therefore it suggests that it is possible to get rid of disruptive 

social elements.20 If we agree with this theory, we would have to conclude that almost all 

detective fiction and probably even all novels altogether are conservative, since narrative 

literature usually concludes orderly. 

Until now, I have focused my discussion on the conservative elements found in hard-

boiled detective fiction since it is the most obvious example of this. Yet, while hard-

boiled detective fiction is the obvious example of foregrounding oppressive elements, the 

same may also be said of other forms of detective fiction, for example classic Agatha 

Christie novels which almost exclusively portray an upper class social setting in a quiet 

rural community, where crimes happen and are solved inside that small closed 

community. In the Hercule Poirot novels, Poirot is the “Other” who breaks into the closed 

community with his eccentric looks and habits, whereas even Miss Marple can be seen an 

“Other” even though she is the same nationality and class than everyone else in the 

community. Miss Marple’s old age renders her the “Other” who is looked down upon or 

looked through which enables her to go undetected - rather like Blanche White’s skin 
 
18 Lee Horsley. Twentieth Century Crime Fiction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) 197. 
19 Reddy  7. 
20 Ibid. 55. 
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colour works for her in Neely’s novels. And even if we look at more modern “generic” 

crime novels, those too, may often be said to contain many repressive elements. To name 

one case in point, in P.D. James’s A Certain Justice21, where we initially find an 

empowered female barrister, but this initial set-up of female empowerment is then 

quickly reversed, since the barrister is portrayed as a thoroughly unlikable character and 

is murdered. It would be easy to find similar ambiguous examples that deal with sexuality 

or ethnicity in contemporary crime writing.  

Maureen T. Reddy writes that racial inscriptions in crime novels changed very little 

from the 1920’s to the 1990’s22, thereby implying that the genre has been static and 

resistant to change at least in racial issues. However, over the years there have been 

several black crime novelists, both men and women, from as early as the beginning of the 

20th century. Still, Sally Munt argues that the crime novel does not necessarily meet the 

needs of black women authors as a genre.23 She feels that the detective novel genre is 

institutionalised by whiteness so much that censorship does not allow crime novels by 

black women to be published in great amounts even in our time. Andrew Pepper argues 

against Munt. In his opinion, even though there is still a relatively small number of 

multicultural writers, their number is growing which shows that the genre must in fact 

meet with some needs that these writers have.24 

There have been some interesting arguments to why more and more “ethnic” writers 

work within the genres of crime writing. Maureen Reddy sees multicultural writers as 

responding to the hard-boiled because the genre is ubiquitous. While she discusses in 

 
21 James, P. D., A Certain Justice, (New York: Ballantine Books, 1997). 
22 Reddy 190. 
23 Munt 118. 
24 Pepper 82. 
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particular the hard-boiled sub-genre, her arguments may well be stretched to cover all 

detective fiction, not only hard-boiled. She argues that the genre’s conventions are 

familiar to anyone who has had contact with popular culture,25 thereby making it easy for 

authors to adopt its conventions. However, Reddy goes on to say that a more probable 

reason for the allure of the hard-boiled to multicultural writers can be found in the 

genre’s history: 

the hard-boiled itself was an innovation that made room for new voices and 
previously unwritten experiences in crime fiction. The early hard-boiled writers 
self-consciously defined their work against the classical mystery, often mocking its 
polite conventions, its supposed bloodlessness, and its association with the ruling 
classes.26 

Here Reddy makes a clear distinction with the hard-boiled and other more bloodless 

forms of detective fiction: in her opinion it is especially the hard-boiled genre that 

multicultural writers draw inspiration and build upon, because of the groundbreaking 

nature of (early) hard-boiled fiction. I don’t entirely agree with Reddy, even though she is 

correct in stating the pioneering aspect of the hard-boiled. I would argue that other sub-

genres have also been groundbreaking at the time of their emergence, and that 

contemporary multicultural detective novelists do draw from them, too. As we will see, 

this is evident in Barbara Neely’s novels studied here, where for example the closed 

community setting echoes that of Agatha Christie’s novels. 

Lee Horsley says that crime fiction in general has characteristics which make it well 

suited to the task of social critique and protest. He lists four specific points to support his 

argument: 

 
25 Reddy 14. 
26 Ibid. 15. 
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1) Crime fiction “deals with acts of violence, with devious methods of 
securing the subordination of others, and with the process of subduing 
them to your will; 

2) its plots turn on the revelation of hidden criminality; 
3) its protagonists are marginalized, outsiders forced into awareness of the 

failings of established power structures; 
4) in some of the most popular generic variants, the alienated protagonists are 

also capable of effective agency, enabling them to act against the corrupt 
and powerful.”27 

In my opinion, Horsley’s list is a good effort in explaining the allure of the detective 

fiction genre to “ethnic” authors. However, Horsley uses the term ‘crime fiction’ in a 

broad sense of the word to encompass all sub-genres of the genre. Then at least the 

“classic” detective novels or police procedurals do not seem to wholly fit the argument. 

Marginalised protagonists do not usually feature in either sub-genre, and it would be a 

stretch to argue that for example author Elizabeth George’s main character, the blue-

blooded Thomas Lynley, in her classic-toned police procedurals set in Britain, is 

somehow marginalised. Although, as I pointed out earlier, the most classic detectives 

Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple, may bee seen as marginalised “Others” in Agatha 

Christie’s novels. 

Feminist crime fiction began to emerge in the early 1980s. Sara Paretsky, Sue 

Grafton and Marcia Muller wrote “female hard-boileds” that reworked the genre from a 

feminist view-point.28 Of course, female crime writers had been around for a long time, 

and some of the earliest and most successful writers were women. Yet Lee Horsley 

argues their work cannot easily be labelled as feminist which according to him is because 

they were not “regendering” the genre, whereas many contemporary female crime writers 

 
27 Horsley 5-6. 
28 Horsley 248-9. 
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are consciously doing so.29 In my opinion, it is questionable how feminist the works of 

Paretsky, Grafton or Muller are; the writers mentioned above often feature in their novels 

female protagonists who work within an established hierarchy of male establishment such 

as the police force, and foreground female (and often feminist) issues the protagonists 

had to deal with while doing so, but often the gender of the main character in these novels 

somehow seems “glued on”, as if one could substitute a male protagonist in them without 

much difference, since the novels sometimes are so embedded with the violence that the 

hard-boiled genre has been known for. 

As with female crime writing, many scholars trace the first “ethnic”30 detective 

writers all the way back to the early 20th century. According to Adrienne Johnson 

Gosselin, Rudolph Fisher’s The Conjure Man Dies (1932) was the first detective novel 

set in all-black environment.31 Stephen Soitos traces the origins of black detective writing 

even further to Pauline E. Hopkins whose serial novel Hagar’s Daughter was published 

in 1901-2.32 However, Chester Himes’s Harlem novels featuring Coffin Ed Johnson and 

Grave Digger Jones were for years the most well known “ethnic” detective novels; 

Himes’s first detective novel was published in 1957. The 1990’s saw the publication of 

Walter Mosley’s Easy Rawlins series with Mosley even being named the favourite author 

 
29 Horsley 245. 
30 Hans Bertens and Theo D’haen use the word “ethnic” (in quotation marks) to refer to crime writing that 
features members of “minority” races. Some writers use the broader term “multicultural” which may 
include for example sexual minorities as well as ethnic minorities. But can detective novels written by for 
example a white man be labelled “ethnic” if they feature prominent black characters? At least Andrew 
Pepper thinks so. In his opinion, such writers question essentialist arguments about cultural and racial 
authenticity and ownership. Andrew Pepper, The Contemporary American Crime Novel: Race, Ethnicity, 
Gender, Class (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2000) 78. 
31 Adrienne Johnson Gosselin, “Multicultural Detective Fiction: Murder With a Message”, Multicultural 
Detective Fiction: Murder From the “Other” Side (New York: Garland, 1999) 3. 
32 Stephen F. Soitos, The Blues Detective: A Study of African American Detective Fiction (Amherst: The 
University of Massachusetts Press, 1996) 59. 
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of president Bill Clinton.33 Besides these writers, there were numerous other multicultural 

crime novelists during the 60’s, 70’s, and 80’s who to some extent addressed issues of 

race, gender, and class in their novels. However, Andrew Pepper warns not to call this a 

“tradition”, since that term assumes uniformity of form and content which in his opinion 

does not actually exist.34 

During the late 20th century, the genre of detective fiction began to feature a 

numerous amount of different sub-genres; it is possible to differentiate for example 

between gay, lesbian, historical, literary and ethnic detective fiction. Indeed, the late 

1990’s saw an influx of multicultural crime novels written by both white and non-white 

authors. Tony Hillerman’s Navaho mysteries and Alexander McCall’s Mma Ramotswe 

mysteries are two examples of ”ethnic” detective fiction written by white authors. The 

genre of detective novels is now home to writing that feature characters of, for example, 

Japanese-American, Chicano, and Basque-American descent.35 Especially women writers 

have been prominent in this contemporary field of multicultural detective writing; Reddy 

names Barbara Neely, Eleanor Taylor Bland, Valerie Wilson Wesley, and Nikki Baker as 

the “first black women writers of crime fiction to enjoy both popular success and critical 

acclaim as crime writers”. In her opinion, one of the reasons these writers are important 

is because in their novels they directly address the issues of race, gender, and class.36 

There are some other common features in these novels as well. Connection to 

community, friendships between black women, black women’s role as mothers, focus on 

institutionalised racism and class issues among black people are a few of the common 

 
33 Pepper 77. 
34 Ibid. 90. 
35 Ibid. 6. 
36 Reddy 52. 
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features that Reddy mentions.37 Bertens and D’haen think it is no accident that many 

black women writers (Neely included) have written about amateur detectives. Since black 

women were for years barred from law enforcement, writing novels that featured black 

women as police officers did not apparently seem realistic.38 While some scholars look 

for similarities in crime writing by ethnic authors, others stress that the protagonists and 

settings vary from writer to writer and from one sub-genre to sub-genre.39 

Black women mystery writers have been influenced not only by the detective fiction 

genre and by a broad black literary tradition, but also a more specifically female (often 

feminist) literary tradition as well.40 In my opinion, this certainly seems to be the case 

with Barbara Neely. Sally Munt even argues that many “non-detective genre” novels by 

black women writers in fact have a mystery in their core, and she names works by Alice 

Walker and Toni Morrison as examples of this.41 Another example that comes to mind is 

the novel Passing by Nella Larsen which I shall discuss later on in this thesis.42 

Barbara Neely’s detective novels have met with almost unanimous praise from both 

literary critics and scholars of detective fiction and literature. The Lam won three of the 

four major mystery awards for best first novel when it came out in 1992: The Agatha, 

The Anthony, and The Macavity awards. Her success as a writer is some indication of the 

ethnic genre’s success in general. 

 
37 Ibid. 76. 
38 Bertens and D’haen 190. 
39 Pepper 77.  
40 Reddy 53. 
41 Munt 118. 
42 The mystery in Passing evolves around the question if one of the main characters is able to conceal her 
ethnicity from her husband and what happens if she cannot. Another mystery aspect in the novel is the 
relationship between the two female main characters and whether they have a lesbian relationship or not 
which is vaguely alluded to in the novel.  
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In the dozen years since Neely’s first novel, quite a lot has been written about her 

work and about so-called multicultural detective fiction in general. Most of the criticism 

on Neely can be found in studies that trace how race, gender, and class are represented in 

detective novels or in literature in general. Her work is often compared and contrasted to 

works by other ethnic detective novelists who emerged around the same time as Barbara 

Neely in the mid-1990’s, for example Paula Woods, Nikki Baker and Valerie Wilson 

Wesley. 

Barbara Neely’s work derives from both the golden age and the hard-boiled 

traditions. Closed settings and the protagonist’s use of her knowledge of the human mind 

bring the golden age of detective novels to mind, prompting one scholar even to ask if 

Blanche White is an African American Miss Marple.43 On the other hand, Neely’s books 

also bear likeness to some aspects of the hard-boiled genre, for example the image of the 

society as a dark and sinister place and the lack of a satisfying ideological closure which 

would ensure that things will be well the future. Of course, it is quite clear that the 

desired ideological closures are different in the traditional hard-boiled genre and the 

contemporary multicultural genre: the hard-boiled would strive for a homogenous, 

monolithic society whereas the multicultural genre would strive towards equality in 

society. Another connection with Neely’s work to the hard-boiled genre is how Neely’s 

Blanche White is also an outsider in the community she investigates; she is and outsider 

in the white society of the first novel and also the upper-class African American 

community of the second novel. This brings to mind the aloofness of hard-boiled 

 
43 Monica Mueller. “A Cuban American ‘Lady Dick’ and an African American Miss Marple?: The Female 
Detective in the Novels of Carolina Garcia-Aguilera and Barbara Neely” 116, 123. 
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protagonists, even if Blanche is not portrayed as emotionally aloof as hard-boiled heroes 

often are.44 

With these connections to two sub-genres of detective fiction, it will then perhaps 

come as a surprise to hear that for Barbara Neely herself, the mystery aspect of the novels 

is the least important part:  

I thought that what I was doing was writing a novel that had a murder in it. I did 
not think about it as a mystery, and I still don’t think about the books in that way. 
The mystery aspect of the books is the least important and interesting aspect for me 
. . . it was clear to me that this was the perfect place to write about serious social 
issues in a way that was accessible to a popular audience who wouldn’t necessarily 
pick up a book that says, ‘This is a book about race’. . .45 

This departure from the detective novel genre has been noticed by the critics. Kathy 

Phillips has said that Neely’s fourth novel, Blanche Passes Go, is a forum for social 

attack and that the writer subsumes the plot to her character’s attitude.46 Therefore, it may 

be possible to conclude that Barbara Neely’s Blanche White novels are in fact more about 

foregrounding social issues and racism in the American society and educating the public 

about them than trying to rewrite the detective novel genre per se. 

 

44 There are numerous other differences to hard-boiled protagnists, the most obvious ones that come to 
mind are her gender, ethnicity and appearance. 
45 Goeller 303. 
46 Quoted in Mueller 131. 
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2 Theoretical Background 
 

In this chapter I will explain some key theories and terms in African American 

Studies that are important to understand and fully grasp all aspects of Barbara Neely’s 

novels. These theories and terms are double consciousness, racism/internalised racism, 

visibility/invisibility, controlling images (especially Jezebel and Mammy), and the 

significance of work and motherhood. While Neely’s work has many characteristics of 

the detective novel genre, the writer herself has placed social issues at the forefront in her 

books. This is why in this chapter I will mostly focus on black feminists’ theories about 

black women’s lives. I will also present some key ideas by W. E. B. Du Bois, whose 

influence can clearly be seen in Barbara Neely’s work. 

We cannot say that black women face oppression only because of their race - or only 

because of their gender or class - but these factors all place different demands on the lives 

of black women. Black feminists have succeeded in academia in what black women 

detective novelists have succeeded within popular culture: they have been able to show 

how the distinctive areas of race, gender, and class intertwine in black women’s 

existence.  

Black feminist criticism emerged in the 1980’s as a response to the Women’s 

Liberation Movement of the 70’s and the Black Power Movement of the 60’s that did not 

try to resolve sexist power issues.47 Barbara Neely makes repeated references to the 

Black Power Movement in Blanche on the The Lam and Blanche Among the Talented 

 
47 Goellnicht, Donald C. “Black Criticism.” Encyclopedia of Contemporary Literary Theory: Approaches, 
Scholars, Terms (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993) 9. 
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Tenth which is why it is especially poignant to use black feminist criticism as a tool of 

analysis on the novels. 

For my conclusion, I will use a theory of detective fiction by Tzvetan Todorov. 

While some of Todorov’s structuralist arguments are unquestionably dated48, there is one 

key argument about detective fiction that in my opinion hits the mark. Moreover, the 

argument is such that can be repeated with a difference, echoing what Henry Louis Gates 

has said about black art forms.49 Tzvetan Todorov argues that every text of detective 

fiction contains two stories. The first story is the story of the crime, the second the story 

of its investigation.50 According to Todorov, the second story has no importance in 

itself51 but only serves as a mediator between the reader and the crime. On surface level, 

this is the case with Neely’s work also. What is more important, is that Neely transcends 

the surface level, and with her novels creates another two levels of greater importance. 

What I will show in this thesis is how for Neely, the crime (i.e. the first story) is racism 

and sexism in American society, and the books are its investigation (the second story).   

2.1 Du Bois’s Legacy: Invisible Outsiders Within 

It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at 
one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a 
world that looks on in amused contempt and pity.52 

Originally published in 1903, W. E. B. Du Bois’s idea of double-consciousness, of 

looking at oneself through the eyes of others, has been very influential in African 

American Studies. What he seems to be saying here is that it is impossible for a black 
 
48 They were originally written in the late 1960s. 
49 Henry Louis Gates Jr, The Signifying Monkey: A Theory of Afro-American Literary Criticism (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1988) xxii-xxiii. 
50 Tzvetan Todorov, The Poetics of Prose (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1977) 44-46. 
51 Even if the first story (the story of the crime) is usually over when the second story (its investigation) 
begins. 
52 W. E. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (New York: Dover, 1994) 2. 
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person to become proud of him/herself if s/he must measure him/herself by standards set 

by the white population. 

Connected to the idea of double-consciousness, is the idea of a Veil with which a 

black person is born with. According to Du Bois, life within the Veil chokes, deforms, 

and shadows the black individual.53 The Veil is a metaphysical manifestation of the 

color-line which Du Bois defines as the question of how people of colour are treated in 

America (and the rest of the world).54 Writing at the beginning of the 20th century, Du 

Bois stated that in many Southern cities, one can see physical manifestations of the color-

line which separate the white community and the black community from each other.55 

These physical color-lines still exist in many American cities.56 For feminist bell hooks, 

the railroad tracks that separated the white and black communities in her childhood 

Kentucky represented the daily marginality of black women in the American society. 

They were allowed to cross those railroad tracks and work in the white community - but 

only in service capacity as maids, janitors, and prostitutes.57 

Patricia Hill Collins calls this an outsider-within stance. As service workers, black 

people are granted a restricted entrance into the white world, but they always remain the 

outsider because of their race. Yet, as outsiders within, black people are able to witness 

contradictions between the dominant white group’s ideology and actions.58 Because 

generations of black women have worked as domestic servants for white people, there is 
 
53 Ibid. 2, 130. 
54 W. E. B. Du Bois, A Reader (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1970) 219. 
55 Du Bois, Souls, 100-1. 
56 I spent two semesters studying in the University of Texas at Austin a couple of years ago. The city is cut 
across to the west side and to the east side by an interstate highway. The east side has predominantly black 
neighbourhoods and we foreign students were told not to get an apartment there because it was 
“dangerous” there. 
57 bell hooks, preface, Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center (Boston: South End Press, 1984) ix. 
58 Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought: Knowledge, Consciousness, and the Politics of 
Empowerment (New York: Routledge, 1991) 11. 
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extensive communal knowledge in black families about the lives of white families. The 

opposite is not the case. bell hooks recalls a women’s studies class which she attended in 

the early 1970’s: her white peers did not know about the lives of black women and felt 

that they should not be expected to know.59 Perhaps this outsider-within stance was what 

enabled W. E. B. Du Bois to write of white people: “I see in and through them”.60 

The concepts of visibility and invisibility are important when examining forces that 

affect black people’s lives in America. Ralph Ellison has focused on them in his key 

novel Invisible Man, originally published in 1952. Ellison has written that, paradoxically, 

“’high visibility’ actually renders blacks un-visible’”.61 Other African American writers 

have also frequently commented on this invisibility. hooks argues that the invisibility of 

black people stems from them being forced to put on the cloak of invisibility during 

slavery and after abolition so that they could be better and less threatening servants.62 

Barbara Neely’s protagonist Blanche White has turned her invisibility into strength. 

Neely has said in an interview:  

One of the pains of being black in this country has now turned into something very 
useful to me. And that is that we are generally not seen. For example, I work in the 
feminist community in Boston. I was the director of Women for Economic Justice 
for two or three years. I am not an unknown person in that community. White 
women pass me every day who know me and don’t see me, because they generally 
don’t see black people. It happens all the time.63 

59 hooks, Feminist, 11. 
60 Du Bois, A Reader, 7. 
61 Ralph Ellison, introduction, Invisible Man (New York: Vintage International, 1995) xv. 
62 bell hooks, Black looks: Race and representation (Boston: South End Press, 1992) 168. 
63 Rosemary Herbert, The Fatal Art of Entertainment: Interviews With Mystery Writers (New York: G. K. 
Hall, 1994). 
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Even derogatory slang reflects the invisibility of black people in the American 

society. Spook - a word that is synonym of ghost and points out to invisibility - is also a 

derogatory term for black people64.

Visibility and invisibility are connected to looking: who is allowed to look, and who 

is not. The concept of looking as a sign of power brings to mind the term gaze, presented 

by Laura Mulvey in her famous essay “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” in 1975.65 

In her essay, Mulvey argues that in mainstream cinema, women are passive “looked-ats” 

while men are active gazers. The male gaze is essentially sexual, but it is also a powerful 

tool for objectification and control over other people. Therefore, it is possible to expand 

the definition of the gaze from gender relations to race relations as well. I believe that this 

power aspect of the gaze is important for an analysis on who is allowed to look and who 

is not in Barbara Neely’s novels. Visibility/invisibility and the gaze can be important 

aspects of racism since there is power imbedded in them. 

A dictionary definition of racism calls attention to the dual meaning of the word, i.e. 

that it is on one hand a belief and on the other behaviour resulting from that belief: 

“Racism is the belief that people of some races are inferior to others, and the behaviour 

which is the result of this belief”.66 Also bell hooks makes the distinction between 

prejudial feelings and institutionalised white domination”67. Another dictionary definition 

of racism is “The theory that distinctive human characteristics and abilities are 

determined by race”; the first recorded usage of the word in written text is from 1936.68 

64 The Oxford English Dictionary, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989). 
65 Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema”, Visual and Other Pleasures (London: 
Macmillan, 1989). 
66 Collins Cobuild English Dictionary  (London: HarperCollins, 1995). 
67 hooks, Looks, 15. 
68 The Oxford English Dictionary. 
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Maureen T. Reddy sees racial essentialism as one of the corner stones of all racist 

ideology. Racial essentialism is the belief that some races naturally “possess” certain 

qualities.69 

Racism is a system of institutionalised oppression, and hooks argues that being 

oppressed means the absence of choices.70 If the absence of choices is institutionalised, it 

means that there is a large oppressive mechanism embedded in the society which makes 

oppression large-scale and constant and shows up in institutions such as schools, 

occupations and the legal system. According to Collins, the oppression of black women 

takes place on multiple levels and is illustrated by exploitation of their work (e.g. 

ghettoisation of black women into service occupations), oppression in political 

dimensions (e.g. unequal treatment in front of the justice system) and formation of 

controlling images (stereotypes about black women).71 Of course, the above oppressive 

mechanisms are true of black men, too. 

bell hooks sees heavy connections between the maintenance of white racism and the 

representations of race the mass media produces: “From slavery on, white supremacists 

have recognized that control over images is central to the maintenance of any system of 

racial domination”.72 

Theorists remind us that racism does not work the same way to all people. 

Oppression cuts across race, gender, class, age, religion, and sexuality in a way where 

each individual experiences racism differently.73 For example, Collins shows how social 

 
69 Reddy 80. 
70 hooks, Feminist, 5. 
71 Collins 6. 
72 hooks, Looks, 2. 
73 Pepper 4. 
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class somewhat determines how people experience racism.74 This is evident in Neely’s 

work, too; as a working-class woman, Blanche faces racism differently than if she were 

richer and as a woman with dark skin, she faces racism also from other (lighter-skinned) 

African Americans. 

While I have above discussed racism solely as white oppressive actions towards 

black people, racism can also turn inwards. Black on black racism is called internalised 

racism, and it revolves heavily around issues of skin colour and hair texture.75 The word 

internalise suggests that black people have somehow accepted the negative stereotypes of 

their own race. An important factor in internalised racism, as pointed out by Patricia Hill 

Collins and bell hooks, is the way in which black people buy into beauty standards that 

white people set. Exploring how these externally defined standards of beauty affect black 

women’s relationships to other black women and men, and to their self-image, has been a 

recurring theme in black feminist thinking.76 During slavery, white slave owners often 

treated lighter skinned blacks better than slaves with dark skin. This pattern was then 

mirrored in black social conditions and it became more favourable to have light skin tone. 

hooks emphasises the importance of white supremacist thinking in creating and 

maintaining this colour caste system within the black culture.77 

Whilst the common presupposition holds that parents are always eager to know the 

gender of their new born baby the moment it has been born, hooks claims that for most 

black parents the initial concern is in fact the child’s skin colour.78 And, according to her, 

 
74 Collins 24. 
75 bell hooks, Outlaw Culture: Resisting Representations (New York: Routledge, 1994) 178. 
76 Collins 80. 
77 Hooks, Outlaw, 174. 
78 Ibid. 174-5. 
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black children learn very early on in life to devalue dark skin.79 We can see this learning 

in Neely’s novels, too, where the protagonist’s daughter is portrayed as having problems 

accepting her mother’s dark skin. As we will see later on, Neely brings hair texture as 

another aspect of internalised racism into the novels as well.  

Neely’s novels give a bitter image of the Black Power movement of the 1960’s in her 

books; mainly since they seemed to value black aesthetics, but in the end a dark-skinned 

black woman like Blanche was only a status symbol for the men in the movement.80 Yet 

hooks credits the Black Power movement and their slogan “black is beautiful” because 

they were the first to begin altering white set beauty standards. After the Black Power 

movement had started the process of decolonisation, black people could confront and 

change the consequences of internalised racism.81 However, the efforts to undermine 

racist beauty standards began to wane in the late 1960’s, as there were definite social 

advantages in looking like white people.82 And since many black people were embracing 

liberal individualism instead of communalism, the way one wore one’s hair did not seem 

a political stance anymore, but merely personal choice.83 

Internalised racism that the reader can observe in Barbara Neely’s The Talented 

Tenth is closely linked to noted African American scholar and civil rights leader W. E. B. 

Du Bois’s idea of the Talented Tenth of the black race that should come as leader of the 

race and lead it away from criminal problems: 

The Negro race, like all races, is going to be saved by its exceptional men. The 
problem of education, then, among Negroes must first of all deal with the Talented 
Tenth; it is the problem of developing the Best of this race that they may guide the 

 
79 hooks, Outlaw, 180. 
80 Neely, The Talented Tenth, 36. 
81 hooks, Outlaw, 175. 
82 Collins 80-1. 
83 hooks, Outlaw, 176. 
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Mass away from the contamination and death of the Worst, in their own and other 
races.84 

According to Du Bois’ vision, the race comprises of three categories of people: the Best, 

the Mass, and the Worst; and it is the job of the Talented Tenth to educate the masses of 

black people. Du Bois sees culture filtering from the top down and claims the Best of the 

race, the Talented Tenth, will save those that are worth saving.85 When writing of 

contamination and death, he is seeing the Worst of the race as a deadly sickness. His 

ideas are close to Darwinist ideals of the survival of the fittest. Du Bois even says this 

himself, and he calls slavery the “legalized survival of the unfit”.86 Thus when Barbara 

Neely opens her second novel with this quotation from Du Bois, the reader must know 

that what follows, is a discussion of race relations within the African American 

community. 

2.2 Black Feminists: Sisters Fighting Controlling Images 

In the 1970’s and 1980’s, there was conflict between white mainstream feminists and 

black feminists. Feminism that in the 1960’s and 1970’s began to demand for women the 

right to go out into the world to work seemed alien to black women. They had had to 

work all their lives.87 According to hooks, white feminists had at least until the 1980’s a 

view of common oppression that all women share. For them, race was not an issue.88 

Black feminists have worked to show how race, gender, and class all tie together in 

white patriarchy’s oppression. For Patricia Hill Collins, “Black feminist thought consists 

of theories or specialized thought produced by African-American women intellectuals 
 
84 W. E. B. Du Bois, “The Talented Tenth”, Writings (The Library of America, 1986) 842. 
85 Ibid. 847. 
86 Ibid. 842-3. 
87 hooks, Feminist, 3, 8. 
88 Ibid. 5. 
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designed to express a Black women’s standpoint.”89 However, bell hooks warns against 

clumping all black women’s experiences together.90 As not all women are homogenous, 

so are not all African American women homogenous; and as I have pointed out earlier, 

gender is only one aspect of women’s life that may affect them in various ways. bell 

hooks critiques other black feminists who assume that overcoming oppression will only 

become possible if differences between black women are suppressed and shared 

experience is highlighted.91 

The distribution of power is a core issue when discussing racism. Collins defines 

power as the ability to define controlling images, such as mammies, matriarchs, rapists 

etc. These negative stereotypes have been fundamental in black women’s oppression.92 

Most of the stereotypes that are associated with black women were formed during 

slavery.93 My focus will be mostly on the Mammy stereotype, because that closely 

connects to Barbara Neely’s novels. But I must begin with discussing the stereotype of 

Jezebel, because the Mammy stereotype was formed as a reaction to it.94 

In antebellum South, Jezebel was created as a stereotype of a sexually promiscuous 

black woman. According to the myth, she was governed by her libido and was a counter-

image of the pure and demure Victorian lady.95 The slave owning society used cyclical 

reasoning to naturalize the ideologically constructed stereotype of over-sexualised black 

womanhood:  

 
89 Collins 32. 
90 hooks, Looks, 46. 
91 Ibid. 51. 
92 Collins 7, 67-8. 
93 Deborah Gray White. Ar’n’t I a Woman?: Female Slaves in the Antebellum South (Norton, 1999) 27. 
94 Stereotypes are indeed consciously crafted for a particular reason, they do not just happen. hooks, Looks, 
170. 
95 White 28. 
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The conditions under which bonded women lived and worked helped imprint the 
Jezebel image on the white mind, but traders and owners also consciously and 
unconsciously created an environment which ensured female slave behaviour that 
would fulfil their expectations.96 

For example, slave women had to work in the fields in tattered clothing and skirts that 

revealed their thighs; in slave auctions, slave women could be exposed and handled to 

determine how good they would be at bearing children. Since the southern society 

associated public nudity with lasciviousness, they deemed the slave women to be 

promiscuous. This idea was reinforced by attention that was given to the natural increase 

of the slave population through childbirths.97 After the black woman was constructed as 

sexually promiscuous, it became natural for the white slave owner to exploit her sexually. 

According to the stereotype, she desired those sexual connections because of her 

lasciviousness.98 

Because of Northern charges that Southerners were immoral, and to dismiss wishes 

for abolition, Southerners had to come up with an alternative better image of black 

women and justification for slavery. The Mammy stereotype was born. The basis of this 

stereotype was that everyone - including slaves - benefited from slavery.99 While the 

Mammy stereotype was created, the image of Jezebel did not die away, and both 

stereotypes lived side by side and were applied to black women according to context.100 

The stereotypical Mammy figure is overweight, dark, and asexual.101 As pointed out 

earlier, one representation of the Mammy can be found in the film Gone With the Wind,

where Hattie MacDaniels plays the slave who fusses over Vivien Leigh. Mammy’s 
 
96 Ibid. 33-4. 
97 Ibid. 30-33. 
98 Ibid. 38. 
99 Ibid. 44. 
100 Ibid. 46. 
101 Collins 78. These features supposedly made her an unsuitable sexual partner for white men, while they 
did not always stop her from being sexually exploited, White 50. 
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asexuality “freed” her from the burden of motherhood, but only her own motherhood. 

She took care of white children (her young charges were never her own), and, according 

to the myth, was completely devoted to the white family. In all, she was just not another 

house slave.102 Mammy was the personification of the perfect slave (happy, loyal) and the 

perfect woman (a good “mother” and housekeeper), and thus was the perfect image to 

Southerners.103 

Deborah Gray White argues that even though the myth of the Mammy (like all 

stereotypes) has a hint of truth in it, some perverse aspects of black premier house-

servant’s lives were overlooked. According to the myth, Mammies were cared for in old 

age because they were so loved by their white masters. White argues that many old 

female house servants were in fact abused and mistreated. The supposed loyalty of 

Mammy she places more down to self-preservation: “Mammy knew that by becoming a 

friend, confidante, and indispensable servant to the whites, she and her family might gain 

some immunity against sale and abuse.”104 

The stereotype of the black Mammy did not die along with slavery. Collins argues 

that the image was sustained to explain black women’s enduring restriction to domestic 

service. Black women may play the Mammy role at work for reasons of economic 

survival - but for their children they teach not to be deferent to whites or go into domestic 

service,105 which is what happens to Blanche White in Neely’s novels. While she enjoys 

her job as such, she does not enjoy most of her employers and by the second book has put 

 
102 White 48-9, 60. 
103 Ibid. 58. 
104 Ibid. 54-5. 
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her children in a private school to provide a good education for them - and a ticket out of 

service work. 

According to Angela Davis, work today occupies an enormous space in black 

women’s lives and is an echo from the times of slavery when work overshadowed black 

women’s existence.106 Unlike for many middle to upper class white women, labour 

outside the home has been both exploitative and dehumanising for many working-class 

women.107 African American author Zora Neale Hurston gave voice to this in the early 

20th century when she wrote in a novel: “De nigger woman is de mule uh de world…”108 

Patricia Hill Collins traces the history of the working black woman since slavery. 

After emancipation, there was a transition from slavery to wage labour. For about 75 

years after slavery had ended, most black families worked in Southern agriculture in 

fieldwork. The other mode of wage labour for black women was domestic work. At the 

beginning of the 20th century, urbanisation meant for many black women migration out of 

agricultural work and into domestic work.109 In 1940, about 60% of all employed black 

women worked as domestic servants.110 As a benefit of urbanisation, black women were 

able to make the transition from live-in servantry to day work.111 

According to Angela Davis, one of the hazards of domestic work up until recent 

times has been the threat of rape. She writes, “Time after time they have been victims of 

extortion on the job, compelled to choose between sexual submission and absolute 

 
106 Angela Y. Davis, Women, Race, and Class (New York: Vintage, 1983) 5. 
107 hooks, Feminist, 97. 
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poverty for themselves and their families.” 112 Another down-side to domestic service has 

been that it is low paid and has few benefits.113 

But domestic work has some good sides to it as well. As pointed out earlier, work in 

white families gives black domestic workers a chance to see power elites from 

perspectives that black men or the elites themselves cannot see. Many domestic workers 

also develop strong positive ties with their employers. Due to this curious outsider within 

stance, black domestic workers may form a sense of self-affirmation when they see white 

power demystified. Also, Collins points out that “Working for whites offers domestic 

workers a view from the inside and exposes them to ideas and resources that might aid in 

their children’s upward mobility”.114 Perhaps not the sort of resource that Collins thought 

about, but by justifiably blackmailing her employers in The Lam, Blanche White is paid a 

significant sum of money which enables her to give her children a private education. By 

refusing to take the employers generous job offer instead, she is resisting his use of power 

over her. 

Like Blanche in Barbara Neely’s novels, real-life black domestic workers have 

different ways to resist oppression. Overt resistance could mean the risk of losing one’s 

job, so they often resist more covertly. The women share stories of acting meek and 

obedient and of even changing their appearance to look more like what their employers 

think a black domestic worker should look like. During these deference acts, they refuse 

to let go of their right for self-definition.115 I will later discuss in more detail the covert 

(and overt) ways that Blanche White resists oppression. One of the sources of power to 
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fight that oppression come from her family. While Neely portrays Blanche’s ambivalent 

relationship to her mother and her adopted children, they are also shown as a support 

mechanism to her. 

African American women have since slavery combined working and mothering. 

Patricia Hill Collins sees motherhood as one of the central concepts in African American 

communities and argues that white feminists have often overlooked issues concerning 

black mothers.116 She says that motherhood is empowering for many black women.117 

Yet many black women feel ambivalent about mothering. If the African American 

community values motherhood highly, what happens to someone who does not want 

children? Some problematic issues in motherhood are the coping with unwanted 

pregnancies and being unable to care for one’s children. 118 Barbara Neely’s protagonist 

shares this ambivalence towards her children, since she had never wanted to have some, 

but decided to adopt her sister’s children when her sister died, consequently making her 

an othermother. 

Patricia Hill Collins notes that othermothers have been central to black motherhood. 

By othermothers, she means non-biological mothers of children who they take care of for 

short or long periods of time. Othermothers may be neighbours, female relatives, friends, 

etc. The boundaries which distinguish biological and othermothers in African American 

communities have historically been fluid and changing.119 

116 Ibid. 116. 
117 Ibid. 137. 
118 Ibid. 133. 
119 Ibid. 119. 
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3 Racism 
 

In the Blanche White novels, Barbara Neely portrays racism on many levels. On one 

hand, Blanche is the sufferer of institutional racism in the hands of the justice system: the 

first novel opens with Blanche being sentenced to jail because she has written some bad 

cheques. She does not even have the chance to explain that that is because her (white) 

employers did not pay her. Another aspect of racism is Blanche’s invisibility which stems 

from her being black, a woman and a domestic worker. This is what I will discuss at the 

beginning of this chapter. I will then move on to discuss internalized racism which plays 

an important part in The Talented Tenth. The chapter will close by a discussion of the 

ways in which Blanche resists racism and how she is able to survive it. 

3.1 Blanche’s Invisibility as a Black Female Domestic Worker 

“I am invisible because people refuse to see me.”120 Ralph Ellison portrayed in his novel 

Invisible Man an American landscape where a black man was shunned from the white 

society. In the quote above, Ellison’s protagonist explains that his invisibility is due to 

white people refusing to acknowledge him. Therefore he himself cannot do anything 

about the matter because it is others who decide. While one person’s invisibility is 

certainly something others have a say in, it is not impossible to turn invisibility into an 

advantage. Blanche’s invisibility as a woman, as an African American person and as a 

domestic worker are detailed in Barbara Neely’s first novel where the protagonist escapes 

from being taken to gaol and seeks refuge as a maid in a country house. Before long, she 

finds out that her employer’s may have committed several crimes. 
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At the beginning of The Lam, Blanche escapes her jail sentence by going to look for 

a service job in a rich white neighbourhood: 

For the first time in her life, she wished for the kind of gray and rainy day when 
people seemed to pull inside themselves, unwilling to look out and see the world, 
see other people. See her. . . . She wished she had a little white child to push in a 
carriage or a poodle on a leash so she’d look as though she belonged there.121 

Blanche is afraid that she will be seen while she is running or walking fast in a 

neighbourhood where she does not belong – unless working there as a maid. The narrator 

has explained earlier that a running black person, even a woman, was a cause of 

suspicion in Farleigh, South Carolina, where the novel begins. Ironically, Blanche would 

be rendered invisible and hence safe if only she had a white child or a dog with her. 

Therefore, while invisibility is a form of racism in the novels, it is also something that 

keeps Blanche safe. When the invisibility disappears, she may be seen as a threat. The 

instances when she is not invisible anymore are when she acts unlike her stereotypical 

role as a black person or a domestic worker. Walking fast in a rich neighbourhood 

without a white child or answering curtly back to an employer are instances where the 

invisibility disappears. 

Blanche’s invisibility stems from her being a black person, her being a domestic 

worker and her being a big woman. It is ironic that a black person would be invisible, 

because a dark skin colour is very visible. Indeed, it is a black person’s instant visibility 

that makes it possible for others to ignore that person and to make them invisible by 

refusing to see him/her. 

Journalist and social critic Barbara Ehrenreich has commented in her study about 

American service workers how all domestic workers generally are invisible to their 
 
121 Neely. The Lam, 7. 
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employers.122 The employers will for example talk in the presence of the help as if no-one 

was there or leave classified papers lying about for the help to see. This is exactly the 

kind of invisibility Blanche suffers - and also benefits from. In The Lam, she is invisible 

to every white person in the house she works in except for Mumsfield, who is the 

employers’ cousin in his twenties. The following excerpt shows Blanche’s and 

Mumsfield’s first encounter: 

[Blanche] was distracted from the fermented beans on her fingertip by the certain 
knowledge that she was about to have a visitor she knew was not the blond woman. 
Blanche turned toward the back door. It was slowly opened by a short, plump 
young man with almond-shaped eyes. … A black strap held a pair of glasses with 
clear plastic frames onto his face. One large, plump hand clutched the door knob. 
There was an air of harmlessness about him that was puzzling in a white man.123 

From this and from other passages later on, it becomes clear that Mumsfield is mentally 

disabled. This is very interesting, since he is also the only white person that Blanche 

connects with which may stem from his “harmlessness”.  

Mumsfield and Blanche share similarities in that neither of them are taken seriously 

as people, perhaps the white society sees Blanche as harmless as she initially sees 

Mumsfield. The narrator comments on the indifference towards Blanche and Mumsfield 

on two different occasions: “Even though he was allowed to drive the car and could 

probably take it apart and put it together again, he wasn’t taken seriously as a person. 

Something they shared”124 and “...his condition made him as invisible as her color and 

profession made her.”125 Barbara Neely paints a picture of a world where dark skin 

colour is like a disability, making someone invisible like a child. Blanche is in fact being 

 
122 Barbara Ehrenreich. Nickel and Dimed: On (Not) Getting by in America (New York: Metropolitan 
Books, 2001). 
123 Neely, The Lam, 22-3. 
124 Ibid. 83. 
125 Ibid. 103. 
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forced into a child-like position on several occasions, when white men call her ‘girl’. 

First it is a teenager who delivers groceries, then a middle-age sheriff.126 

Yet Blanche also works her invisibility to her advantage. If others did not perceive 

her invisible and therefore unthreatening, it would be impossible for her to continue 

sleuthing. Especially during the night she may do what she wants because under cover of 

the night she is truly invisible. Blanche had learned this early on, when her Cousin 

Murphy had explained: 

But it’s only them that’s got night can become invisible. People what got night in 
‘em can step into the dark and poof - disappear! Go any old where they want. Do 
anything. ... It was then that she’d become Night Girl, slipping out of the house 
late at night to roam around her neighbourhood unseen.127 

Being Night Girl enables Blanche to disappear into the night and find out things 

she otherwise would not know. When she was a child, she would find out neighbours’ 

secrets, and as an adult she can use her ability to find out her employers’ weak spots. 

Another way of working invisibility to one’s advantage is passing. Passing refers to a 

form of self-denial, when a light-skinned person of African American ancestry denies 

that ancestry by letting everyone around them assume that they are “completely” white. 

Nella Larsen has written one of the most well-known literary portrayals of passing in her 

novel Passing, where she tells the story of two friends, one of whom is passing as white. 

The novel was originally published in 1929. Obviously, it would be impossible for 

Blanche to pass because of her dark skin, but we encounter someone who passes in The 

Talented Tenth, when Blanche bumps into a woman carrying a paper bag. The bag bursts 

open revealing hair products designed to make hair sleek and straight. Blanche felt sorry 

 
126 Ibid. 37, 80. 
127 Ibid. 59-60. 
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for the woman and at the same time she “wondered if she might actually be trying to pass 

for white.”128 

Perhaps a better term for Blanche’s invisibility would be transparency. Invisibility 

refers to something not seen at all, whereas something that is transparent is seen but not 

taken notice of. Indeed, the protagonist refers to herself as transparent once in the first 

novel when she is afraid that Everett knows what she is up to.129 On the other hand, 

‘invisible’ may better describe the usual refusal to acknowledge Blanche as a person at 

all. The author uses ‘transparent’ only when Blanche is afraid that she is acknowledged. 

3.2 Internalised Racism in The Talented Tenth 

The purpose of this sub-chapter is to study the ways internalised racism is portrayed in 

The Talented Tenth. I will go on to show how in various ways, Barbara Neely creates an 

imaginary word that in many ways echoes black feminist’s notions about black women’s 

lives. Whereas Barbara Neely’s first novel, The Lam, is a portrayal of institutionalised 

racism in the American society, her second novel, The Talented Tenth, is a portrayal of 

internalised racism within the African American community. The novel begins with 

Blanche White setting off for an holiday in an exclusive all-black (only the cleaning lady 

is white) beach resort in Maine. There she stumbles into a suspicious death and a suicide, 

but these mystery aspects of the novel are overshadowed by underlying racial tensions 

and Blanche’s interaction with other guests, including her love-interest Robert Stuart 

(Stu), a famous feminist Mattie Harris, a dark-skinned young guest Tina Jackson and 

Blanche’s adopted children Taifa and Malik. 

 
128 Neely. The Talented Tenth, 19-20. 
129 Neely. The Lam, 120. 
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As explained in sub-chapter 2.1, internalised racism means racism that has turned 

inward when members of a racial group have begun to hold supremacist beliefs of their 

own race and act according to those beliefs. As shown by Patricia Hill Collins and bell 

hooks, internalised racism in the African American community revolves heavily around 

beauty standards, especially the issues of skin colour and hair texture. Lighter skin tone 

and straight hair are seen as more desirable than darks skin and kinky hair – ideas which 

began to form during slavery when slave owners favoured lighter skinned slaves.  

The author also explains how internalised racism began during slavery. The third-

person narrator of the novel shows Blanche’s thoughts when she and Mattie Harris, 

witness Tina Jackson, a young dark-skinned woman being ill treated by her boyfriend’s 

parents: 

She wondered how soon after the first baby was born of the rape of a black woman 
by a white man did some slaver decide that light-skinned slaves were smarter and 
better by virtue of white blood? And how long after that had some black people 
decided to take advantage of the myth?130 

This passage echoes how black feminists such as Patricia Hill Collins and bell hooks 

have explained origins of internalised racism. The first two steps are taken by the white 

man who rapes a black woman and then favours the lighter-skinned child born of the 

rape. By the third step, the black man comes into the picture, taking advantage of the 

myth that lighter-skinned blacks are smarter and better. 

When Hill Collins and hooks go on to explain that an important factor in internalised 

racism is the way black people have bought into beauty standards set by the white 

society, author Barbara Neely is quick on their tail and focuses on these issues in her 

novel. The issues of hair texture and tone of skin are mentioned every few pages in The 

 
130 Neely. The Talented Tenth, 67. 
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Talented Tenth. “Us and our hair … it’s as deep as our color stuff”, Blanche ponders at 

one point.131 

Blanche is proud of her natural hairstyle but is at conflict with her daughter Taifa 

(adopted from Blanche’s deceased sister), who is torn between what Blanche has taught 

her about self-respect and between western beauty standards. The writer then introduces 

the character of Tina, a dark-skinned woman with dreadlocks, to debate and discuss 

sentiments about black beauty with the protagonist. At points, it feels as if Tina is in the 

novel only to prove the protagonist right. A case in point is the conversation about hair 

between Blanche, Tina, Taifa and Deirdre (Taifa’s friend). The girls ask Tina why she 

wears her hair in dreadlocks when it is “nappy”, and Tina explains: 

“Of course it’s nappy. Most black people’s hair is kinky. That’s the way it grows… 
Helps to protect our heads from falling meteors and police batons. … It does 
everything we’ve always wanted our hair to do. It doesn’t shrink in the rain, it can 
be worn up or down, it blows in the wind, moves when I move”.132 

If we were to substitute Blanche’s name as the one who is doing the speaking, we would 

probably not know the difference. Even the sarcastic point about black hair protecting 

black people’s heads from police batons sounds straight out of Blanche’s mouth. 

A particularly fruitful passage for analysis on how skin colour and internalised 

racism are shown to be connected in The Talented Tenth is a passage where Tina and 

Blanche discuss their experiences growing up as black women. 

She [Blanche’s friend’s Ardell’s mother] was also the first, and for most of 
Blanche’s life, the only light-skinned person who talked openly about why some 
light-skinned people looked down on blacker folks and the privileges that light-
skinned people enjoyed because of their skin color. … “When I was in my teens,” 
Blanche said, “boys made sure I knew that any girl dark as me was supposed to be 
an easy lay out of gratitude that they would even look at anybody black as me.” … 
“A light-skinned girl once told me she liked walking with me ‘cause it made her 

 
131 Ibid. 63. 
132 Ibid. 150-1. 
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look almost white. … Ardell’s mother kept reminding me there were some light-
skinned people who hated color prejudice, too. But neither of them was catching 
the hell I was. I was the darkest one in the family.” … Tina got juice and iced tea 
from the refrigerator. “Yeah. Like the first boy I ever really liked. … After 
practicing in the mirror for weeks, I finally got up the courage to ask him to the 
party after the play. He said he’d never gone anywhere with a girl as dark as me, so 
he had to think about it.” … Blanche could lip-sync it. She saw a chorus of black-
skinned women, their mouths all moving to the words of this experience.133 

The passage is so long (a few pages altogether) that I cannot include all of it here, 

but even this shortened version shows how Neely constructs a dichotomy where light-

skinned blacks are on one side and dark-skinned on the other. The verbs she uses in 

connection with the light-skinned are active, they “look down on” darker people and they 

“enjoy privileges”. The dark-skinned people (represented by Blanche) are more passive, 

they are “made sure they know” that they are supposed to be willing sexually, they “are 

told” things and they “catch” hell. This dichotomy even cuts across families, Blanche 

explaining about the ordeal she went through, being the darkest person in her family. The 

irony of Blanche’s name (meaning white white) is touched upon on several occasions, but 

the irony of the name seems even more painful, when considered that she was the darkest 

person in her family, and yet her family decided to give her the name. When Neely brings 

Tina into the dialogue, her comments say the same thing that Blanche has just said, only 

in other words. With the last sentence and the “chorus of black-skinned women”, the 

author widens the scope of the passage to include a multitude of other dark-skinned 

women, therefore re-enforcing the novel’s message that light-skinned and dark-skinned 

blacks occupy two different worlds in the African American community. 

The previous passage is also interesting in that it brings men and sexuality into the 

web of internalised racism. The men portrayed in the text above are either unabashedly 

 
133 Ibid. 129-30. 
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cruel about their opinion about darker-skinned black women (who are supposed to be an 

easy lay and grateful about it) or only minutely more apologetic about it (not saying no 

directly, but beating about the bush). No wonder then that the protagonist is afraid to 

begin a relationship with Stu, a light-skinned man. I will focus on Blanche’s relationships 

with men more thoroughly in sub-chapter 4.2. 

Internalised racism in The Talented Tenth is closely connected to the concept of The 

Talented Tenth. At the beginning of the novel, in the epigraph, the author quotes W.E.B. 

Du Bois: 

The Talented Tenth of the Negro race must be made leaders of thought and 
missionaries of culture among their people… The Negro race, like all other races, 
is going to be saved by its exceptional men.134 

As explained earlier, Du Bois’s concept of the Talented Tenth has been widely contested. 

Nowadays, it is seen as elitist and even Darwinist in its view of a chosen few of the race 

educating and preaching to the masses. From her handling of the subject matter in her 

novel, it is clear that that is also what the author thinks. At the beginning of the novel we 

are told that Amber Cove’s cottages were sold to the builder’s friends and business 

associates, and most of the cottages are sill owned by the descendants of the original 

owners. Neely paints a picture of a chosen few – the Talented Tenth – who have the 

privilege of spending their holidays in Amber Cove with Blanch giving voice to what the 

people there and their attitude must be like: “I guess there won’t be a lot of guests sittin’ 

around talkin’ about how beautiful black is.”135 The Talented Tenth is portrayed in the 

novels as affluent, although I’m not sure that that was what W.E.B. Du Bois’ theory 

originally called for.  

 
134 Ibid. 0. 
135 Ibid. 5. 
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While Neely makes repeated references to the importance of skin colour in Amber 

Cove, she hardly touches on the idea from the concept of The Talented Tenth that the top 

few of the race should educate the masses. One mention, however, we find when Mattie 

talks about her marriage. She explains that she did not want to get married to a black man 

and thus become one of the Talented Tenth, educating her “darker sisters”.136 One 

wonders, however, if she in fact escaped from becoming one of the Talented Tenth. At 

least Neely drops hints all along the novel, suggesting that Mattie in fact was one of the 

chosen few. After all, she is a famous feminist, with keen “darker sisters” (e.g. Tina) as 

followers. 

One of the differences between The Lam and The Talented Tenth is the number of 

black characters in each novel. In The Lam, there is only the gardener Nate besides 

Blanche’s mother, children and best friend (with whom she communicates only by 

talking on the phone).137 In The Talented Tenth, however, we see a multitude of African 

American characters. I believe one of the reasons for this is for the writer to emphasise 

some of her points by bringing other characters than Blanche into the picture and letting 

them talk instead of the protagonist. Therefore, we do not need to only trust on the 

protagonist’s point of view, but we have access to separate points of view. Yet it is 

interesting to find that on many occasions these separate points of view actually seem to 

only emphasise what the Blanche and the narrator think. For example, in addition to 

Blanche, we also find out that Carol thinks Amber Cove suffers from internalised 

racism,138 Mattie acknowledges it,139 and so do Linda Isaacs,140 Tina141 and David and 

 
136 Ibid. 118. 
137 That is, if we do not count the fake-Emmeline, who is half black. 
138 “No poor unknown daughter of South Carolina sharecroppers could achieve insider status at dear old 
Amber Cove.” Neely, The Talented Tenth, 31. 
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Christine.142 With so much evidence from the characters, one is left with only one 

conclusion: the imaginary resort of Amber Cove is as racist a place as any in America, 

only this time the oppressors are black. 

As explained in sub-chapter 2.1, there are different factors that affect how different 

people experience racism. Race, gender, class, age, religion and sexuality all may play a 

part in experiencing oppression. Of the factors above, class and its connection to 

internalised racism is an issue that comes up repeatedly in The Talented Tenth. For 

example, when Blanche’s thoughts are shown through the third-person narrator at the 

very beginning, she realises that she has never met a very dark-skinned woman who was 

also rich.143 To emphasise her point, the writer also tells us that the holiday resort was 

originally built by a black man who made his fortune on skin lightening crème and hair 

straightener.144 Later on, we find that Ardell believes that “well-off blacks were even 

more color prejudiced than the everyday folks who’d tormented Blanche all her life” and 

that “There was also …close relationship between light skin and wealth”.145 

While the protagonist is not afraid to tell people that she is a maid (she in fact enjoys 

shocking people and watching their reactions when she announces it), the class difference 

affects her relationship with other people. One of the reasons she is hesitant to begin a 

relationship with Stu is that he is different class than her, or so she believes.146 

139 “Getting in because your famous white husband buys you in is good enough, but not as good as being 
born among the people who’ve traditionally owned cottages here, even if you’re light-skinned.” Ibid. 44. 
140 “As hincty a bunch of Talented Tenths as you’d ever want to see.” Ibid. 65. 
141 “Everyone knows about the light-bright preference at this place.” Ibid. 68. 
142 “Martin and Veronica are a couple of throwbacks.” Ibid. 78. 
143 Ibid. 3-4. 
144 Ibid. 5. 
145 Ibid. 21. 
146 Ibid. 137. 
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Thus Neely combines issues of class, skin colour and hair texture and shows how 

they are important in maintaining internalised racism in The Talented Tenth. She draws 

from the work of black feminists that have also highlighted various survival methods that 

black women have in the face of racism. These are what we will turn to next. 

3.3 What Keeps Her Going: Friends, Mother Nature, Ancestors and Covert 

Resistance 

In this sub-chapter, I will focus on the different survival147 strategies that the protagonist 

Blanche White has in dealing with racism and internalised racism. Throughout the 

novels, Blanche draws support from her family and friends, especially her best friend 

Ardell. Secondly, she draws strength from nature which is evident particularly in The 

Talented Tenth. Thirdly, having turned organised religion down, she has formed her own 

religion where she worships her ancestors. Finally I will discuss some covert ways of 

resisting racism; since work plays an important part in her life, Blanche has a variety of 

ways to covertly resist the oppression she faces as a domestic servant. 

In The Lam, Blanche is a solitary figure, her only support being the black gardener 

Nate and her friend Ardell, with whom Blanche has contact over the telephone. It is 

curious that in the books Ardell is Blanche’s only close friend. Blanche does not seem to 

have a very close relationship with her mother and rebels against her even as and adult, 

e.g. refusing to marry, turning down Christianity and refusing to trust the law 

enforcement. But Ardell is present in both of the books, where her and Blanche’s 
 
147 While it is possible to maintain that the word ‘survival’ suggests towards Blanche being a victim that 
needs to survive – victimisation being highly avoided in contemporary feminist studies – I feel it is a 
poignant term in this context to describe the powers Blanche has to fight against, and ultimately, survive. 
The third-person narrator in The Lam even shows that Blanche wonders herself if she is a victim: “Or was 
she so programmed to be somebody’s victim that she couldn’t break free to save her own life?” The Lam,
138. 
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dialogue forms a place for the protagonist to reflect on the events and what she should do 

next. Ardell also gives Blanche some vital information that she could not otherwise get in 

secluded locations as Grace’s and Emmett’s country house and Amber Cove. If Holmes 

has Watson and Poirot has Hastings, then Blanche has Ardell. Ardell is the loyal aide 

present in many classic works of detective fiction. 

There are also a few other people Blanche connects with in the novels, the most 

interesting being Mumsfield in The Lam and Tina in The Talented Tenth. Blanche’s 

connection with Mumsfield, a white man, is problematic even to the protagonist herself 

and she tries her best to keep him emotionally at a distance. She scolds herself for liking 

him, “She wondered if there anybody was working on a vaccine against Darkies’ 

Disease”148 and is irritated when she can feel his presence instinctively “Like he’s some 

kind of kin of mine”.149 Darkies’ Disease has been explained in the novels as a situation 

where black servants persuade themselves to actually like their white employers. In the 

end, Blanche breaks away from the friendship, explaining to herself that it is because he 

is a white man and she would not become “any whiteman’s mammy, no matter what she 

thought of the man in question”.150 One wonders if this alienation is a way for the author 

to highlight Blanche’s separation from the white society. While Blanche’s alienation 

from Mumsfield is perhaps understandable, more perplexing is the way she distances 

herself from Tina in The Talented Tenth. 

They are having “heart talk”, explained as sharing life experiences with each other 

and thus expressing good intentions about each other151 throughout the novel, yet at the 

 
148 Neely, The Lam, 76.  
149 Ibid. 125. 
150 Ibid. 214. 
151 Neely, The Talented Tenth, 93. 
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end when Tina wants Blanche to go to the police about how Stu pushed and punched her, 

Blanche refuses. Rather than wave their differences aside, Blanche sees a gap forming 

between them and does nothing about it, as shown in this quote: “But Blanche’s account 

of her moment of retaliation wasn’t enough to lessen the distance that now stretched 

between them. Ah well, Blanche thought, ah well. Maybe we’ll run into each other in 

then years.”152 So here again, the protagonist turns away from friendship. It is true that 

the opinion in question is important to Blanche and her view about the police goes deep 

into her experiences of racism, but it is still strange that Tina and Blanche do not vow to 

keep in touch. Tina’s choice of boyfriend may play a part in it, since he is someone 

Blanche does not think highly of, and perhaps Blanche’s separation from Tina goes back 

to the legacy of detective novels, the protagonists rarely having a multitude of friends, 

save for one aide. At the same time, it does differ from other feminist crime fiction that 

often show female networks of friends and family behind the protagonists. 

If friends are somewhat lacking in The Lam and especially in The Talented Tenth,

Blanche draws strength from nature. In nature she is able to relax and let down her guard, 

whereas cities are portrayed as the opposite: they are dangerous, noisy, polluted and 

racist. This dichotomy is made clear at the beginning of The Talented Tenth, where 

Blanche wonders if she could ever live in a big city again: 

She’d lived in Harlem for more than fifteen years; surely it was not as noisy here in 
Boston as it was there. But between New York and Boston, she’d been spoiled by 
living back home in North Carolina. It hadn’t taken her a full day in Farleigh to 
grow re-accustomed to the sounds of birds singing and wind moving through the 
pine trees. Her readjustment to noise was taking longer. She’d been living in 
Roxbury – as this part of Boston was called – for over a year. It would be good to 
be out of town, in the green world, by the sea, even if Amber Cove wasn’t the place 
she’d choose to visit if the choice were hers to make.153 

152 Ibid. 229. 
153 Ibid. 2-3. 
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In this passage, we learn that Farleigh, North Carolina is home, described as a place 

where birds sing and wind moves through pine trees which creates an image of peace, 

happiness and safety. Later, Blanche calls Boston the most racist city she has lived in.154 

There she is “bounded by dirty streets, low pay, filthy air and dangerous traffic”.155 The 

choice of words, ‘bounded’, ‘dirty’, ‘low’, ‘filthy’ and ‘dangerous’ is very powerful in 

such a short sentence, emphasising the negative image of the city. The passage also 

shows a North/South dichotomy where the North equals danger and pollution, and South 

equals home and safety. 

With this reliance on nature, it is not surprising then, that when Blanche has formed 

her own religion - a type of ancestor worship - nature plays a big part of it. In sub-chapter 

4.2 I will focus more thoroughly on why Blanche has turned down Christianity (and 

Islam and Yoruba religion) and has formed her own religion. In Amber Cove, Blanche 

wants to connect with nature, especially the ocean, and find an answer to a dream that has 

been bothering her. 

In the novel, Mother Water is spelled with capital letters, giving it added significance 

and copying the way the names of deities are usually spelled, for example. Buddha, God, 

or Jesus. Mother Water is also personified; it is referred to as ‘she’ and Blanche talks to 

her as she would to a person.156 She puts this need for nature and religion down to a need 

for spirituality, “It was as much a part of her African heritage as the heavy dose of 

melanin in her body”.157 Therefore, nature and worshipping ancestors are ways to 

reinforce her heritage and to be proud of who she is when there are many forces pushing 
 
154 Ibid. 74. 
155 Ibid. 22. 
156 Ibid. 63. 
157 Ibid. 60. 
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her down. Racism has left her feeling helpless, “like a Ping-Pong ball in a hurricane”.158 

The following quotation is a good passage to show the meaning of nature for the 

protagonist: 

She accepted as correct the childhood perception that she was somehow connected 
to the tree she climbed, the water she swam in and the air that filled her lungs. She 
routinely called on all the forces in the universe for power. Since she’d begun her 
religious practice, she felt more firmly rooted in, not on, the ground, as though she 
had been joined with everything that sprang from it and the sea and air that made it 
possible. … The sea was the place where she found the peace and cleansing her 
friends said they found in church or the mosque. Whenever her life got out of hand, 
she headed for the sea.159 

The passage shows her “connected” to trees, water and air and “rooted in” the ground. 

While the sea is a place of peace, it is also cleansing, calming her in times of stress.  

Nature has also helped the protagonist to turn a weakness into strength. The darkness 

of night combined with her dark skin colour enables her to become Night Girl, invisible 

and thus able to hear neighbourhood secrets. As Night Girl, “her brain was suddenly 

cleared of all the little bits of worry and commentary that interfered with her ability to 

latch on to a thought”.160 

Another strength for her is her work. As pointed out by Angela Davies in sub-chapter 

2.2, work occupies a large part of black women’s lives. And as Patricia Hill Collins has 

explained, domestic workers have covert ways of resistance. Such is also the case with 

Blanche. Even though domestic work is underpaid, Blanche feels proud of her work and 

is good at it, and most importantly, she is her own boss who commands her employers’ 

lives and not the other way around.161 A sign of her power is the secrets she learns in her 

 
158 Neely, The Lam, 71. 
159 Neely, The Talented Tenth, 61. 
160 Neely, The Lam, 145. 
161 Ibid. 86. 
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work. At one point she remarks that it is impossible for families to have domestic help 

and secrets.162 

Blanche also uses sarcasm, overt politeness and the use of employer’s space as forms 

of covert resistance. She may be overtly polite to employers she does not like but cannot 

afford to drop, the employer perhaps noticing that she is acting out, but not being able to 

do anything about it163, or she may call them by their first names in her head. In addition, 

“She also called her employers ma’am an sir to their faces, no matter how much they 

insisted on some other title or name. She’d once had two cats named Ma’am and Sir.”164 

The sarcasm in the quotation is so biting and the covert resistance of a domestic worker 

so ingenious that is difficult to suppress a laugh when reading the passage. 

Another way of resistance is the use of employer’s space, whether it be lounging on 

the sofa in the living room or taking a bath, even thought it has come with a price, 

Blanche being raped after being discovered in an employer’s bathtub.165 But rape is not 

the only price Blanche has had to pay for being careless with her employers. Looking 

down on Grace in The Lam hindered her from seeing that Grace was in fact the real killer, 

not Everett.166 It took Blanche a long time to find out the truth, even though she has 

premonitions that have helped her on many occasions, for example, when she is 

eavesdropping and feels someone is coming. Blanche herself notes that “As a person 

whose living depended on her ability to read character … she couldn’t survive with 

muddled wits”.167 

162 Ibid. 95. 
163 Ibid. 98. 
164 Ibid. 27. 
165 Ibid. 62-3. 
166 Ibid. 184. 
167 Ibid. 184. 
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As I have shown above, Blanche White uses a multitude of ways in surviving and 

resisting day-to-day racism. Her friend Ardell may be described as a sidekick that helps 

the sleuth, Mother Nature and her ancestors ground her in nature and help her appreciate 

the past generations in her family. She also has subtle ways of resistance towards her 

employers, those including sarcasm, overt politeness and use of their space. Next we will 

turn to look at how sexism is portrayed in Barbara Neely’s novels. 
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4 Sexism 
 
Apart from different types of racism, another oppressing force in the novels is sexism. 

Even though not quite as prominent as racism, sexism and its effects play an important 

part in the portrayal of the protagonist’s life. I will begin my discussion by a looking at 

how the controlling stereotype of Mammy is represented and how the protagonist uses 

and resists the stereotype. In the second sub-chapter, I will look at patriarchal institutions 

of marriage, Christianity and other organised religions and the Black Panthers and how 

they are portrayed in the novels. At the end of this chapter, I ask if the novels depict 

feminism as the answer to fight sexism. 

4.1 Blanche Playing the Mammy 

There are many prevalent controlling images about black Americans that have their 

origins in slavery. On one hand there is “Buck”, a young and sexually dangerous black 

man whose female counterpart is “Jezebel”, the beautiful and sexually promiscuous black 

woman discussed earlier in chapter 2. On the other hand, there are the asexualised 

stereotypes of “Tom”, an old, happy-go-lucky black man and “Mammy”, a nurturing and 

happy black female servant. This sub-chapter deals with the Mammy stereotype and how 

the protagonist in the novels uses and resists the controlling image. 

As explained earlier, the Mammy is a meek, overweight black woman, and according 

to the stereotype does not have. Most importantly, she is loving and loyal to her 

employers and happy to be of service. The origins and characteristics of the Mammy 

stereotype were dealt with more thoroughly in sub-chapter 2.2. The protagonist in 

Barbara Neely’s novels gives an original explanation on how the stereotypes emerged in 
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The Lam: “It was probably events like the sheriff’s death that got her slave ancestors a 

reputation for being happy, childlike, and able to grin in the face of the worst disaster. 

She could just see some old slaver trying to find a reason why the slaves did a jig when 

the overseer died”.168 The quotation, especially the final sentence is tinged with sarcasm 

(for example referring to happiness as “doing a jig”, dancing animatedly), that is typical 

of the protagonist’s voice,169 yet she correctly assigns the origins to slavery, as Deborah 

Gray White has shown them to be.170 

While showing contempt for the stereotypes, Blanche White puts on a Mammy act 

herself when it suits her. She may hide behind a vacant expression and act 

unintelligent,171 she may use a caring tone of voice towards her employers172 and listen to 

their problems173 and she may even change her accent and tone of voice as is apparent at 

the beginning of The Lam: “’Oh, yes, ma’am!¨’ Blanche’s voice was two octaves higher 

than usual. ‘You remember me! I worked for ya’ll about six months ago. I think one of 

ya’ll’s regular help was out sick?”174 The eagerness of the first exclamation, the use of 

“ma’am” in addressing her employer and the use of the heavily Southern accented “ya’ll” 

all tell of Blanche adjusting her demeanour to fit the acquiescing image of the Mammy. 

While many black people might find playing Mammy demeaning, Blanche explains 

that unlike many blacks, she finds the dumb act a useful thing. For her, the benefits are 

twofold: she is able to hide behind the act, and she also gets pleasure from fooling those 

 
168 Neely, The Lam, 123. 
169 Interestingly, ’jig’ is also an old disparaging term for a black person. The Oxford English Dictionary. 
170 White, 27. 
171 Neely, The Lam, 16. 
172 Ibid. 38. 
173 Ibid. 70. 
174 Ibid. 14. 
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who are silly enough to be fooled by the Mammy facade.175 When she is hiding behind 

the stereotype, she is concerned about her self-preservation and does not want to show 

her cards by revealing her wits. “This is how we’ve survived in this country all this time, 

by knowing when to act like we believe what we’ve been told and when to act like we 

know what we know”,176 Blanche ponders when she is surprised by her mother’s 

acquiescence to do what Blanche tells her to do and not go to the police and “turn the 

other cheek”. Another reason that Blanche gives in the novels to acting like Mammy is 

that according to her, white people actually long for the caring of “Aunt Jemima” that 

they do not get from their own friends and families.177 

Even though Blanche believes that most blacks (including her own mother) live in a 

fantasy land where they believe themselves to be equal to white people,178 the other black 

main character in The Lam also puts on a stereotypical act occasionally, playing the meek 

Tom. When Blanche meets the gardener Nate for the first time, she “watched him bow 

and scrape and ‘Miz Grace’ all around the kitchen until the object of his ass-kissing led 

them up the back stairs. If it’s a put-on, he ought to be in the movies, Blanche thought. If 

it’s for real, it’s pitiful.”179 Later on in the novel we find out that Nate’s behaviour is in 

fact a show. By including Nate as a character that plays with and uses these controlling 

images, Barbara Neely gives the impression that the act is practiced regularly by blacks 

in service occupations.  

Blanche’s Mammy act is mostly hidden in The Talented Tenth, probably because of 

Blanche is on holiday and because of the setting, a rich black holiday resort, but there is 
 
175 Ibid. 16. 
176 Ibid. 73. 
177 Ibid. 39. 
178 Ibid. 73. 
179 Ibid. 52. 
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at least one reference to the stereotype in the novel. When entering the resort’s dining 

room for the first time, all eyes are on Blanche because of her dark skin colour which 

contrasts with the rest of the people having dinner. At that moment, Blanche “played with 

the fantasy of falling on one knee and belting out a chorus of ‘Mammy’ to see if any of 

them fainted.”180 It is evident from this quotation too that the stereotype is well-known in 

the black community and also that it carries with it a stigma of low class, because of 

Blanche’s assumption that people might actually faint if she acted like Mammy. 

While Blanche cannot really fully drop the Mammy act in front of her employers, 

she resists the stereotype by (internal) sarcastic comments about race relations and taking 

control of employers’ space. But Blanche’s Mammy act begs the question: when she is 

acting Mammy, is she not also fuelling the stereotype further? My answer to it is no, 

since she gives subtle hints to her employers along the way that the Mammy is only the 

surface without really showing her cards. For instance, she may act especially cordial 

towards an employer she dislikes who may sense that something is awry but cannot really 

complain about Blanche’s behaviour. 

Actually, Blanche is not the only one acting, but her employers are also involved in 

the play. There are several instances in The Lam when the author makes it clear that 

Grace and Everett are acting as much as Blanche is and that both parties know that it is a 

charade. Consider the following passage, for example: “She [Blanche] was tempted to 

launch into a full-fledged lay-it-on-my-bosom number, complete with wet eyes and hand-

patting, but that role was too familiar for a Mistress of the Manor type like Grace.”181 

180 Neely, The Talented Tenth, 40. It is not quite clear where ”Mammy” refers to here. It is most likely a 
song or a musical, and there is in fact a musical called Mammy (1930) that stars the famous black-faced 
comedian Al Jolson. In any case the overall reference is certainly to the common stereotype. 
181 Neely, The Lam, 143. 
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Later Grace’s true colours as a killer are revealed to Blanche while Grace acts hurt and 

vulnerable: 

‘He [Everett] … he said he was going to kill us both. He was crazy, babbling. … 
He said it was the only way. I grabbed the wheel. … Oh, God!’ She looked up 
wildly at Blanche. There were tears in both eyes now. Blanche took a step back 
from the table. ‘It was so awful. I was so frightened. I can’t tell you how frightened 
I was. . . . ‘I’ve injured my arm.’ Grace held her arm out for Blanche’s inspection. 
Blanche knew she was expected to go to Grace, to make soothing sounds and call 
on the Lord for protection and mercy while she fluttered about, gathering first-aid 
items and insisting she be allowed to call the doctor and the police.182 

When Grace realises that the acting is over on Blanche’s part, she too drops the charade: 

After a few moments, Grace chuckled and relaxed against the back of the chair. 
She let her arm fall gracefully to the table. A tight-lipped, bittersweet smile played 
across her mouth. She looked like somebody who’d just lost a poker game she’d 
thought was all tied up.183 

Based on these examples, I argue that the Mammy act in fact requires a counterpart 

who acts the opposing role, here the “Mistress of the Manor” played by Grace. The roles 

allow both parties to keep themselves distant and not really take part in interacting with 

one another. In The Lam, Blanche is so fooled by Grace’s acting, that it prevents her from 

seeing the truth until the very end. 

By showing through Blanche the how and why of the Mammy act, Barbara Neely 

points out that it is a stereotype that can be resisted and played with in multiple different 

ways, and that the playing always requires someone as counterpart. In the next sub-

chapter, I will look into if some patriarchal institutions can be played with in the same 

way or if the only way to resist them is to keep clear altogether.   

 
182 Ibid. 184. 
183 Ibid. 185. 
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4.2 Patriarchal Institutions: Marriage, Christianity, the Black Panthers and the 

Police 

As I showed in the previous sub-chapter, the Mammy is only a facade Blanche plays with 

and subverts it according to her own needs. She has also shied away from some 

prevailing patriarchal institutions. Instead of marriage she has chosen life as an un-

married woman, even though not necessarily a single woman; instead of Christianity or 

other form of organised religion, she has chosen ancestor worship; and instead of the 

Black Panthers or some other organised black-power movement, she has chosen her 

female friends and family as a support group which I discussed in sub-chapter 3.3. And 

instead of relying on the law enforcement, she relies on her own wits for survival. 

Blanche’s resistance to marriage is shown on many occasions in the novels. In The 

Lam, we find out that she has had a suitor, Leo, whom she has several times refused to 

marry despite his and her mother’s wishes. In The Talented Tenth, Blanche falls for the 

attractive Stu which causes her to ponder on her views on love and marriage.  

Leo is described as a gentle man who brings gifts to Blanche’s adopted children and 

helps them with their homework. Yet Blanche is not impressed:  

If Blanche had ten dollars for every time she’d told him to mind his own damned 
business, she’d have enough money to buy a car and leave town right now. But no 
matter how she screamed at him, or how sarcastic she became, he was always 
willing to help her in whatever way she needed, even as he lectured her about being 
impractical and half-crazy. Maybe that was what irritated her most. It was as if 
he’d decided to wear her down with kindness and decency.184 

Blanche’s and Leo’s relationship has a surprising resemblance to her relationship with 

Mumsfield. Both the men are kind, wanting emotionally more from Blanche than she is 

 
184 Neely, The Lam, 21. 
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willing to give, Leo reciprocal love in form of matrimony and Mumsfield friendship and 

nurturing. She turns both of them down, Mumsfield because he is a white man and Leo – 

because he is a man? But in The Talented Tenth, Blanche explains that the love aspect is 

not the problem, but Leo wanting to marry her is the key problem in their relationship: 

Even in high school Leo had wanted to marry her. But all the married women she 
knew worked hard in somebody else’s house, field or plant and came home to take 
care of a full-grown man and a houseful of kids who seemed to think labor was 
their due. ... He thought she wouldn’t marry him. He refused to understand that she 
simply could not marry. There’d been two other men who’d tried to marry her. 
Both times she’d been overcome by the same feeling she’d first experienced at the 
age of twelve, while stuck in a small elevator for three hours.185 

Here she makes it clear that her refusal of Leo has nothing to do with him, but only his 

insistence of marriage and her unwillingness to marry. In this passage, marriage is 

described as indentured labour and a claustrophobic state. Blanche’s admission that two 

other men had also wanted to marry her give further proof that she is not against Leo or 

love, but the institution of marriage.186 

Just like marriage that most (black and white) people accept without questioning, 

Blanche also resists organised religion. Part of the rebellion against it seems to be that by 

shying away from Christianity, Blanche is also rebelling against her mother, a devout 

Christian. When Blanche is at the court house at the beginning of The Lam, the narrator 

states that “Had she been the woman her mother had raised her to be, she would have 

prayed”.187 And naturally, “Her mother had not approved of her refusal to belong to the 

church”,188 but our understanding of the reason behind this refusal to belong to church is 

only deepened in The Talented Tenth. There we find out that Blanche resists Christianity 
 
185 Neely, The Talented Tenth, 11-2. 
186 Not that the life of an unmarried woman would necessarily be much more desirable. At one point 
Blanche states that unplanned children ruin only mothers of the child, not the fathers. Ibid., 165. 
187 Neely, The Lam, 5. 
188 Ibid. 19. 
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because it is the religion of the oppressor and run by men. There is a passage several 

pages long that explains her resistance of organised religion and formation of her own 

religion based on (female) ancestor worship. Here is only a small sample of the passage: 

She’d avoided the Christian church all of her life. As a child, being in a church had 
always made her dizzy. As she grew older and learned more about the world and 
her place in it, she became convinced her problem with Christianity was due to its 
being the religion of the people who had enslaved her ancestors. How could the 
religion pressed on her people as a pacifier be the best pathway to her spiritual 
self? She couldn’t separate Christianity from the memory of the famous picture of 
slaves laid out like sardines in the bottom of a ship, or the iron slave necklace she’d 
seen in a museum in Richmond. After she’d watched Ali Mazuri’s public television 
series on Africa, she’d felt the same about Islam. But she also needed something 
beside the day-to-day. She’d considered finding the Yoruba house in Boston. But 
she could think of no reason why the Yoruba religion would be any less male run, 
with all the crap that went with that.189 

Above, the protagonist presents us with physical proof for her alienation from 

Christianity: even as a child she felt dizziness in church which is presented as evidence 

towards her reluctance to belong to church not being just a whim. This physical reaction 

of dizziness to church corresponds to the physical reaction of claustrophobia she 

describes marriage with. And again, as with the previous quote about marriage, after the 

physical “evidence”, the reader is confronted with Blanche’s intellectual reasoning 

behind her reluctance to side with these patriarchal institutions. Interestingly, Christianity 

is referred to in the above quote as “pacifier”. This may be another reason why Blanche 

resists Christianity, since all evidence in the novels point to her not being a person who 

would want to be pacified. Another noteworthy thing about the quotation is that here 

Blanche describes her resistance of Islam and the Yoruba religion, too. With them, she 

does not resist them based on physical symptoms but with her own reasoning. Islam is 

turned down because it too seems to repress black people, the Yoruba religion because it 

 
189 Neely, The Talented Tenth, 60-1. 
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is likely to be male run (like all the other organised religions). Therefore, Blanche’s 

decision to form her own religion has a lot to do on one hand with her refusal to be 

controlled by men, and on the other hand, her refusal to be controlled by anyone or 

anything in general.  

While Blanche refuses Christianity, Islam and the Yoruba religion point blank and 

without hesitation, there is duality in her attitude towards the Black Panthers. The 

Panthers were perhaps the most famous group to come out of the so-called Black Power 

Movement in the 1960s. With their “Power to the People” slogan, they demanded 

equality to black Americans and were willing to use physical force to get what they 

wanted. They had a softer side, too, and set up breakfast programs in poor black 

neighbourhoods that enabled children to go to school well-fed. They are also remembered 

for their emphasis on the beauty of the black people and celebration of African forms of 

culture and dress. After reading, for example, Angela Davis’s autobiographical book 

about the Black Panthers, it is tempting to argue that some of the major reasons behind 

the demise of the Black Panthers were their internal power struggles that included sexism 

towards women. However, with demands for race solidarity within African Americans, it 

has sometimes been difficult for black women to voice their concerns about sexism 

within the race without being labelled traitors. 

Blanche clearly has respect for the Black Panthers – at least the women Panthers. 

She actually chides herself for being so bold as to compare herself to Joanne Little, 

Angela Davis and Assata Shakur when fleeing from the police in The Lam. In The 

Talented Tenth, Blanche attitude towards the Black Power Movement does not entirely 

seem so reverent. At one point she tells her son she “was lucky to be in on the tail end of 
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a time when some black folks were saying our dark skin and kinky hair have to be 

beautiful because they are ours”.190 From Blanche referring to “tail end”, one gets the 

sense that the “black is beautiful” – movement was only a passing trend – as it was in 

such a radical way – even if it was not necessarily the Black Power Movement’s fault. 

And while pondering how her dark skin colour has affected her life, she looks back to the 

sixties, when “women who looked like her became status symbols to be draped on 

revolutionary black arms like a piece of kinte cloth”.191 Here the narrator compares dark-

skinned black women to status symbols and African fabric, giving the strong impression 

that for the Black Panthers, the praising of dark skin was indeed only a trend and dark-

skinned people like Blanche inanimate objects. 

Of all the patriarchal institutions dealt with in this sub-chapter, Blanche’s despising 

of the law enforcement is probably the least surprising aspect of these novels. This is 

because of public demonstrations of some American police officers’ attitudes towards 

blacks, for example the Rodney King beating and resulting riots in Los Angles in the 

early 1990s. Again, as with Christianity, Blanche connects the police with slavery by 

calling them the descendants of slave owners.192 Through Blanche’s experiences, the 

readers are also told of minority killings by the police and police beatings of the 

sixties,193 and of “innocent black people who’d gone to jail and never got out”.194 When 

Blanche states that she does not want to deal with a police officer of any colour,195 she is 

making it clear that her negative attitude towards the police is because of it as an 

 
190 Ibid. 152. 
191 Ibid. 36. 
192 Neely, The Lam, 90. 
193 Ibid. 89. 
194 Ibid. 135. 
195 Ibid. 89. 
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institution and its reputation as an institutionalised form of racism. Whether the 

protagonist sees the law enforcement also as an institutionalised form of sexism, is not so 

clear, even though there are signs in the novels that point also to this conclusion. For 

example, the sheriff in The Lam is quick to call Blanche “girl”,196 thereby (in his mind) 

forcing her into the position of a small child who is subordinate. 

Besides the institutions discussed above, the novels make references to the 

educational system, though not necessarily as a sexist institution, but a racist and money-

driven one. Blanche has to put her children to an expensive private school to feel that 

they will get a sufficient education, but after doing so, she discovers that the children are 

learning internal racism in the school. Especially Taifa is worried about her and her 

mother’s skin tone and hair texture. At university level, Tina “felt so invisible her first 

year at Brown University that she’d sometimes pinched herself to make sure she was still 

in the physical world”.197 

Marriage, organised religion, the Black Panthers and the police are all described 

along the same lines in Barbara Neely’s novels. Some of them are described in terms of 

slavery, some inflict physical symptoms on the protagonist and for some she has come up 

with a logical reason for turning them down. By collectively refusing these patriarchal 

institutions Blanche White is echoing sentiments that many ordinary black people as well 

as black feminists share, especially about the racism and sexism of the police force and 

the sexism of the Black Panthers. By making Blanche refuse marriage and organised 

religion, Barbara Neely is further emphasising the protagonist’s stance as an independent 

black woman, and as a modern feminist who thinks for herself and does not succumb to 

 
196 Ibid. 80. 
197 Neely, The Talented Tenth, 93. 
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traditions only because the society or her family wants her to. In the next sub-chapter I 

will discuss if the novels then really pose feminism as the real answer towards traditional 

patriarchal institutions. 

4.3 Is Feminism the Answer? 

Blanche White may be described as a feminist. The protagonist’s refusal of marriage and 

organised religion, both classic places where patriarchy exist, are signs of her strong 

feminist stance. Yet in The Lam, feminism as an ideology is not mentioned. In The 

Talented Tenth, however, feminism is along with internalised racism one of the major 

themes of the novel. The novel portrays strong female characters, Blanche, Tina Jackson, 

and most notably Mattie Harris, who is described as a famous black feminist. 

Beside the major decisions in Blanche’s life mentioned earlier, her feminism also 

shows in smaller details. When Hank is feeling depressed and calls life a bitch, she 

wonders “why it was a man’s world until things went bad and life was a bitch”.198 She 

also says that teaching self-defence to girls is better than trusting the police199 which is of 

course as much a comment on her attitude towards the law enforcement as it is on her 

feminist stance. The trademarks of her feminism are reliance on friends and family 

instead of some organised group and reliance on her own wit instead of academic 

education. 

 On the other hand, Mattie’s main feminist argument presented in the novel is that 

there can be no equality in early childhood parenting because the child instinctively 

knows which one of the parents gives milk.200 We first meet Mattie when Blanche is 

 
198 Ibid. 52. 
199 Ibid. 228. 
200 Ibid. 188. 
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about to have dinner at the holiday resort’s restaurant. Mattie invites Blanche to join her 

for a drink and the women hit it off instantaneously. Mattie compliments Blanche on 

standing up for herself when the hotel manager tried to belittle her and Blanche is 

impressed about Mattie speaking directly about race issues.201 But even through this 

mutual respect, we even at the beginning get glimpses of a possible gap between the 

women. Mattie is described as “Old Queen Somebody or Another” and Blanche wonders 

if “this arrogant old girl” would be so friendly with her if she knew Blanche was a 

domestic servant. This highlights Blanche’s and Mattie’s class difference. 

It is interesting to see how the writer herself characterises Mattie in the Talented 

Tenth and Blanche’s feelings towards her. Author Barbara Neely has said in an interview 

that Blanche is 

what I have been calling a behavioral feminist. That is, one who does not come to 
feminism through an organization or the academy or reading books, but from her 
gut; her life experience has told her that it’s in her best interest to behave like a 
feminist. Now, if someone asked Blanche if she’s a feminist, I don’t know how she 
would answer the question.202 

If Blanche is the “behavioral feminist”, then Mattie is the one who came to feminism 

through reading books and could well be described an academic feminist. She has lead a 

privileged life from birth, being educated in university and marrying a rich white man. 

Tina falls somewhere in between the two, and her function as a character often seems to 

be to highlight one or the other’s views on things. For instance, there is one long dialogue 

between Tina and Mattie where Mattie explains her key arguments as a feminist,203 and 

 
201 Ibid. 25-7. 
202 Goeller 302. 
203 Neely, The Talented Tenth, 187-90. 
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on the other hand, there are also several passages where Blanche shares with Tina her 

views on life.204 

The portrayal of two types of feminisms plays out interestingly in the novel. While 

Mattie shares her views on the relationships between men and women, the passages seem 

more like lectures from a pedestal than real-life experiences, whereas the feminism 

shown by Blanche seems much more to be founded in her life experiences. This is fitting, 

since in the end we find out that Mattie has in fact not lived like she preaches and thus, 

ultimately, is proven as a fake. 

The shifting from mutual respect and admiration to moments of doubt and 

disappointment that I mentioned at the beginning of this sub-chapter is descriptive of 

Blanche’s and Mattie’s relationship in the novel. At one point, Blanche is disappointed of 

Mattie sharing with her only the history of her life, but “not heart”. But only a moment 

later, when Mattie admits that she feels a connection with Blanche, “a bridge seemed to 

suddenly span the gap between them”.205 The gap widens again at the end when Blanche 

finds out that Mattie was Hank’s mother, but had never admitted it to the world. Blanche 

feels disappointed and betrayed: 

Mattie hadn’t reached out for a friend, even a temporary one. She’d reached out for 
someone to help her cover her tracks, to keep her image pure. She’d reached out to 
someone who was not a part of her set, not likely to be hanging out with folks she 
cared about, someone who would be excited by stories of a life she would never, 
ever lead, and pleased to be in the company of a black woman who had. . . .  “And 
what would all those women who think you’re the last word in womanhood have to 
say about this shit, I wonder?” The air was suddenly chilly as a November day. 
Mattie banged her walking stick on the floor. “I will not be spoken to in this 
manner by some poor, uneducated, ignor...”206 

204 Ibid. 93-6. 
205 Ibid. 122, 124. 
206 Ibid. 220-1. 
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While the traditional mystery aspect of the novel (who killed one of the summer 

residents) proves in the end not to be a mystery at all (the death was an accident), it is 

tempting to suggest that one of the real crimes in The Talented Tenth is Mattie Harris’s 

secret and her reaction towards Blanche when her secret unfolds. By threatening to go 

public with the information of Mattie’s unacknowledged child, Blanche in this passage 

makes it clear that Mattie’s feminism hangs on her public persona and how she conducts 

her life. Mattie’s angry reply confirms that this is the case. The way she calls Blanche 

poor, uneducated and ignorant echoes the way Grace’s secret unfolds in The Lam and 

how she then calls Blanche a “whore”, “niggerbitch” and “black slut”.207 Nevertheless, 

Mattie’s “crime” and her reaction towards Blanche do not give a positive representation 

of academic feminism. The representation of Blanche’s behavioural feminism is much 

more positive in the novels, yet even so it is not presented as an absolute solution to 

Blanche’s problems. For instance, her difficulty in trusting men (and white men 

especially) or her feeling of powerlessness over her limited choices in life do not seem to 

improve over the course of these two novels. 

 
207 The Lam, 199. 
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5 Conclusion 
 
In this thesis, I have looked at the first two novels by Barbara Neely, Blanche on the Lam 

and Blanche Among the Talented Tenth, where she develops the overarching themes of 

her work as an author, showcasing racism and sexism that a working-class black woman 

faces in American society. My aim was to study how racism and sexism are represented 

in the novels and how they affect the protagonist. I also wanted to answer the question 

behind the generic nature of these novels: are the novels detective fiction as would seem, 

or are they in fact shying away from that genre towards social education? 

 In the Blanche White novels, Barbara Neely portrays racism on many levels. In 

the novels, racism is represented for example in controlling images, invisibility, beauty 

standards and the idea of a Talented Tenth. The stereotype of Mammy is an oppressive 

force but something that the protagonist in the novels also uses as role to her advantage. 

Invisibility is another aspect of racism that may be turned into a more positive aspect: 

while as a black female domestic worker Blanche White is looked down upon, or not 

seen at all, she is able to go undetected as an intelligent individual who has aspects to her 

that are unseen to those who underestimate her. Narrow western beauty standards and the 

idea of the Talented Tenth of African Americans were taken up as examples of 

internalised racism in the novels. Especially in The Talented Tenth, Barbara Neely 

portrays the African American community as a divided community, where outer 

appearances of skin tone, hair texture and clothing show a great deal what the person is 

about. While the purpose of W.E.B Du Bois’s theory of the Talented Tenth originally 

was to highlight and inspire African American intellectuals, Neely portrays the theory as 

dated and internally racist. 
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Sexism on the other hand, is represented in the novels in forms of stereotypes, 

patriarchal institutions, such as marriage, Christianity, the Black Panthers and the police. 

Blanche has a problematic relation to all the patriarchal institutions I presented in sub-

chapter 4.2. She has turned down marriage and Christianity (and other forms of organised 

religion) while she feels let down by the Black Power Movement and cannot stand the 

law enforcement which she believes to be utterly racist. As is evident from this 

discussion of the representations of racism and sexism, it is often impossible to separate 

these oppressive forces from one another. For instance, the stereotype of Mammy is 

embedded both with sexual and race-related connotations, and the same could be said of 

most of these oppressive forces. 

 The racism and sexism Blanche White has to endure sometimes make her feel 

depressed and helpless against her own fate, but she has a number of ways to deal with 

oppressive forces. The protagonist is portrayed as a survivor, a woman with a strong 

stance on her place in the world. Despite her moments of anxiety, she will not let 

anything or anyone to put her down. Her support network is her family, friends, religion 

and nature. While Blanche may be described a feminist, academic feminism is not 

portrayed in a good light in The Talented Tenth. The character of Mattie Harris, who is 

initially respected by the narrator and many female characters, is in the end proven as a 

sell-out who does not live what she preaches. 

 The aspects of racism and sexism that Barbara Neely brings up in her novels, 

mirror in many ways those oppressive forces that black feminists such as bell hooks and 

Patricia Hill Collins have shown to be present in real black women’s lives. On the more 

positive aspects of black womanhood, motherhood and its significance to black women 
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play an important part in black feminist studies. Motherhood also plays an important part 

in the novels, where it is not portrayed as a glossed-up version of reality, but a difficult 

choice in life which also present problems for the protagonist. As the black feminists 

have often noted to be the case with African American mothers, Blanche is an 

“othermother” who has adopted her deceased sister’s children. 

 Barbara Neely’s novels combine the detective novel genre and black feminist 

writing in a way that has been popular in the past decade. Maureen T. Reddy has argued 

that ethnic writers turn to detective novels because the genre is ubiquitous208, but I feel 

there is more to the issue than only that. As we have seen in previous chapters, the genre 

has foregrounded issues of power, sexuality, class, institutions and racism from its very 

beginning. The way detective fiction puts these issues at the front, stems for example 

from the fact that in most cases law enforcement is instrumental in plotting the novels, 

and since law enforcement has (at least nowadays) also been connected with power, 

strong masculinity, sexism and racism, it is natural for the novels to become embedded 

with those issues, even if they are not the main themes by conscious choice of the author. 

Whether the presence of these issues in early detective fiction (at the beginning of the 

20th century) was intentional and aimed to pinpoint and critique social injustice and 

oppression or just a flat description of social practices of those times, is another matter 

altogether. The inner conventions of the genre (featuring crimes that involve law 

enforcement, hence bringing forth many types power issues) make the genre therefore 

suitable to emphasise all types of power issues even more and bring them forward.  

While it is possible to argue that the notions of sarcasm and social injustice have 

been present in even very early crime fiction, and ever more so in contemporary crime 
 
208 Reddy 14. 
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writing, it is interesting to see what is it that makes Barbara Neely’s novels stand out in 

these areas. Firstly, the novels portray the author’s deep knowledge of black feminist 

thought and African American studies which she displays throughout the novels. The 

themes of work, motherhood and oppression that I discussed in connection with black 

feminists early on in this thesis, are used continually and their significance is shown in 

connection with the protagonist’s life. Secondly, the themes are used consistently 

throughout the novels. If one were to randomly read a passage of two or three pages any 

of the novels, the social injustice theme would most certainly appear. 

 Barbara Neely’s novels are detective novels, at least on the surface level: they are 

marketed as such. They are categorised into her publisher’s Penguin Mystery series and 

the blurbs and the layout of the novels’ covers give the same story; The Lam has a 

caption on the back cover: “Keeping other people’s houses clean can be murder...”, 

making it clear that one is looking at a book that belongs to the detective novel genre. 

And if we look at the content of the novels, they fit in the genre: the novels feature a 

sleuth who tries to solve crimes, and the novels do feature conclusions that reveal the 

mystery – even if the conclusion of the mystery is sometimes disappointing, as in The 

Talented Tenth, where the crime thought to have been a crime ends up just an accident. 

 Yet while detective novels on the surface level, Barbara Neely incorporates 

enough social critique of racism and sexism in them that they could be at the same time 

labelled social education. This is fitting, since she has commented that the mystery aspect 

does not interest her that much in her novels and that she sees them as the perfect 

platform to educate readers.209 Playing with Tzvetan Todorov’s theory of detective novels 

– them containing two stories, where the first story is the story of the crime, and the 
 
209 Goeller 303. 
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second story is the crime’s detection – it is accurate to state that Barbara Neely constructs 

in her novels these two surface stories but also goes far beyond that: her first story of the 

crime is not that of a murder that happens in the novel, but the crime of social injustice, 

and her second story is not that of that murder’s detection, but the detection of that social 

injustice of racism and sexism. The second story, therefore, is her novel. 

 Finally, I argue that by combining the detective novel genre and social criticism, 

Barbara Neely does not stray too far from generic fiction into education of the readers, 

but simply constructs novels that may be classified as social detective fiction.210 These 

are detective novels whose main themes revolve around social injustice. There is already 

such a multitude of different sub-genres to this genre that social detective fiction fits in 

there perfectly. Whether it be historical detective fiction, literary detective fiction,211 or 

social detective fiction, the overarching genre of detective fiction withstands and 

illuminates those issues that authors wish to address in their work, thus proving to be a 

highly heterogeneous and adaptable genre. 

 
210 Why not call them simply feminist detective fiction? I feel that classification would not entirely sum up 
the variety of issues Barbara Neely brings forth in her novels. 
211 Examples of historical detective fiction would be novels by Arturo Pérez Reverte or Sarah Waters, 
literary detective fiction would include for example A.S. Byatt’s Possession and Stephanie Barron’s Jane 
Austen novels. These categories are of course highly fluid; any of Sarah Waters’ novels could as well be 
categorised as lesbian detective fiction or A.S. Byatt’s Possession as historical detective fiction. 
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